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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this research was to investigate the effect of nanocrystalline structure
on shape memory (SM) property and pseudoelasticity (PE) of TiNi alloys with a special
focus on the application in tribology. A binary TiNi alloy with 50.8at.% Ni was deformed
using cold rolling and equal channel angular pressing (ECAP) method at 450 °C to obtain the
nanocrystalline structure. The martensitic transformation behaviour after deformation was
studied by differential scanning calorimetry and the phase identification was done using Xray diffraction. SM and pseudoelastic behaviour of the alloy was characterised by indentation
and scratch testing. It was shown that after cold rolling and ECAP, the alloy showed higher
pseudoelastic recovery. Even though the recovery was not complete, the depth recovery
increased with the increasing amount of deformation strain. In addition, the alloy showed 6%
SM strain recovery after ECAP processing. The effect of reduced grain size on the PE and
SM was analysed and how these properties could be used to achieve a “self-healing surface”
was discussed.
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CHAPTER 1

1. Introduction

In twentieth century, one of the greatest milestones in materials science is discovery
of shape memory effect in 1932 by Olander in his study of rubber like effect in Au-Cd alloy
system [1,2]. However, material scientists did not pay much attention to this phenomenon
until serendipitous discovery of NiTi alloys by Buhler and colleagues at the US Naval
Ordnance Laboratory [3,4] in 1959. Later the alloy was patented under the trade name of
Nitinol (abbreviation of Ni-Ti Naval Ordnance Laboratory) and is being widely used since its
discovery. Researchers have developed many other alloy systems and polymeric materials
later, which show the shape memory effect (SME) but TiNi alloys remained the most
important practical shape memory alloy due to their unique properties, which will be
discussed in the later sections. These “smart materials” as their name suggests are able to
memorise their predetermined shape and after being bent, stressed or otherwise mechanically
deformed they are able to return to the original shape upon heating. To observe SME, the
materials have to be deformed at a lower temperature state and then heated to a higher
temperature, thereby remembering the shape of high temperature state. The alloys systems
that exhibit shape memory effect other than TiNi binary and ternary (TiNiX; X = few wt% of
Fe, Cu, and many others) alloys include AgCd, AuCd, CuZn, CuSn, CuAINi, InTi, FeMnSi,
CuZnX (X = few wt% of Si, Sn, Al). There are various other polymer based shape memory
materials and the list of examples of such shape memory Polymers (SMP) is endless [5] and
are not discussed here.

1
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In addition to traditional heat-induced effects, shape-memory alloys can also exhibit
stress-induced shape memory behaviour - resulting in a property known as ‘superelasticity’
or ‘psuedoelasticity’ or ‘transformation pseudoelasticity’ [6]; through out this thesis the term
pseudoelasticity will be used. When a shape-memory material in its high temperature state
with the austenite phase is bent, the resulting stresses can cause it to transform to a softer and
more malleable low temperature phase, which is martensite. This allows the alloy to
accommodate quite severe deformations in its shape without the detrimental initiation of
microstructural defects. When the stress is released, transformation back to the austenitic
phase allows it once again to recover its original shape. Unsurprisingly, the pseudoelasticity
of shape-memory alloys has many practical uses, some of the more successful of which have
included the manufacture of super-resilient, ‘life-proof mobile phone antennas and eye glass
frames [10].
So far, it is discussed that shape memory effect is achieved either by heating and
cooling the material or by the application and removal of stress from the material. There is
another way by which the shape memory effect can be achieved; by applying and removing a
magnetic field (magnetic shape memory material) [7], Two classic examples of magnetic
shape memory alloy are Fe31.9-Ni9.8-Co4.l-Ti and Ni-Mn-Ga [8, 9].
Since its inception, shape memory alloys are used extensively in many industries.
Many literature reviews [10-12] are available which deal with applications of shape memory
alloys. The interested readers are suggested to go through these references and the references
cited therein. However, for completeness, the applications that use pseudoelasticity of TiNi
alloys will be discussed here in brief. The first and important application was orthodontic
arch wires for the correction of teeth [13]. Eyeglass frames are also available in the

2
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consumers market, which absorb large amount of deformation. For comfort and improved fit
pseudoelastic TiNi wires are used in the heel of a shoe [10]. Using the same property,
headphones are developed which can be folded in to a compact egg shape for carrying easily.
Portable phone antennas are also made from pseudoelastic TiNi that resists permanent
kinking [14]. Interestingly all these applications use TiNi wire. Bulk or structural use of TiNi
alloys utilising their shape memory ability and pseudoelasticity are very limited.

1.1. Scope and Objective of the Study
Unlike biological surfaces, which have self-healing capabilities, conventional metallic
surfaces do not exhibit the self-healing property. However, in most industrial applications
surface damage is introduced while they come into the contact of other similar or dissimilar
surfaces. Therefore, achieving self-healing property in bulk metallic surfaces and coatings is
opening a new direction in the field of Tribology. Researchers have explored the shape
memory property to improve the contact surface damage during cavitation-erosion [15,16]
and dry sliding wear [17,18]. Self-healing effect in bulk TiNi shape memory alloy has been
studied by Ni et al. [19] using microindentation. It is reported in the literature that
nanocrystalline materials show improved mechanical properties and shape memory materials
are no exception to this - shape memory effect and pseudoelasticity are seen in microscopic
scale [20]. Investigators have also used shape memory alloys as self-healing surfaces based
on their shape memory effect and as super-elastic interlayer between hard coating and soft
surfaces to reduce the coefficient of friction and wear loss [21,22]. However, no study has
been conducted where pseudoelastic property is used to achieve self-healing surface. This is
important from practical applications point of view, since it is not possible to heat and cool
every contact systems or surfaces and take the benefit of shape memory based self-healing.
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Thereby, the present study focuses into achieving a bulk-nanocrystalline TiNi pseudoelastic
alloy (Ti 50.8at.% Ni) using conventional cold rolling method and severe plastic deformation
(SPD) technique, namely equal channel angular pressing (ECAP). The martensitic
transformation behaviour will be studied using DSC and XRD analysis. After that
pseudoelastic and shape memory property of this particular alloy is measured and the
possibility of achieving a self-healing surface utilising the pseudoelastic property of this alloy
is explored.

1.2. Organisation of Thesis
The thesis has five different chapters. Chapter 1 is the introduction to this thesis.
Chapter 2 deals with literature survey related to this thesis. Chapter 3 explains the
experimental methods and characterisation techniques. The experimental results are
introduced in Chapter 4 and in the last chapter, results are discussed exhaustively. The
literature survey in Chapter 2 is divided into five sections. The first section is the introduction
to shape memory alloys and the related phenomenon. In the second part, introduction to
martensitic transformation, it’s mechanism in binary TiNi alloys and various factors which
affect the martensitic transformations are reviewed. In the third part, severe plastic
deformation techniques are reviewed with emphasis on equal channel angular pressing
(ECAP). Different processing routes of ECAP and microstructural development during
ECAP and previous work related to ECAP of binary TiNi alloys are given. The next part
deals with instrumented indentation techniques. A brief introduction to Oliver-Pharr method
[23,24] is given and how the researchers have used the indentation technique to characterise
the shape memory and pseudoelastic recovery of TiNi alloys are explained. The last part
reviews the previous studies on macroscopic and microscopic wear behaviour of TiNi alloys.
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CHAPTER 2

2. Literature Survey
2.1. Introduction to Pseudoelasticity, Shape memory effect and related phenomenon
Since its serendipitous discovery by Buhler at Naval Ordnance Laboratory [4], the
TiNi shape memory materials have become quite popular among all other shape memory
materials. The reasons being TiNi based alloys exhibit varied degree (up to 8% of
recoverable strain) of shape memory effect. In addition, they show pseudoelasticity. Overall,
they possess excellent mechanical properties [25-26], good corrosion and abrasion resistance
[28-30]. They also show high amount of ductility when plastically deformed. Typical
mechanical properties of TiNi alloys compared to stainless steel are given in Table 2.1 [14].
The binary TiNi alloys show both diffusional and diffusionless transformation. The
diffusionless transformations are responsible for the martensitic transformation, whereas, the
diffusional transformation cause precipitates to form, which again affects the martensitic
transformation. These transformation mechanisms will be discussed in later part of this
Chapter. In the next section, the definition of pseudoelasticity and shape memory effect and
related phenomena will be introduced.

2.1.1. Pseudoelasticity (PE) and Shape Memory Effect (SME)
The mechanism of pseudoelasticity and shape memory effect are same in all shape
memory alloys. However, they will be discussed here taking the reference of TiNi binary
alloys. The TiNi binary alloys have two different phases depending on the temperature. The
high temperature phase is the austenite and the low temperature phase is the martensite. The
temperature at which these two different phases appear depends on the composition, thermal
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and mechanical history of the alloy. It is worth mentioning here that the high temperature
phase (also termed as the parent phase), austenite, is cubic and similar to B2 structure of
CsCl [31]. The low temperature phase, martensite, has a complex monoclinic (B19'
martensite), orthorhombic (B19 martensite) or trigonal (R phase) structure depending on the
alloys system and transformation path [32] and will be discussed in more details in later
sections. TiNi alloys undergo solid-state phase transformations between these two phases
upon heating and/or by deformation.
Table 2 .1. Mechanical properties of TiNi alloys compared to stainless steel [14]

Max reversible elastic deformation
Mass density, kg.m'

"i

Young’s modulus(E), GPa

Shear modulus (G), GPa

TiNi

Stainless steel

8%

0.8%

6450

8750

M: 28-41
A: 83
M: 10-15.5

190-210

75-80

A: 31
Poisson’s ratio (v)
Yield stress, MPa

0.33
M: 70-140

0.27-0.30
400-1600

A: 195-690
Ultimate stress, MPa
Coefficient of Thermal Expansion (CTE), / °C

895-1900
M: 6.6xl0'6

700-1900
8-10 xlO’6

A: llx lO '6

When the forward transformation from austenite to martensite takes place by
application of stress and upon removing the stress the reverse transformation from martensite
to austenite takes place at a single temperature slightly above a critical temperature, the
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phenomenon is called pseudoelasticity. The strain recovery is pseudoelastic because the
strain is recovered but it occurs via a hysteresis loop. When the same forward and reverse
transformation is seen by heating and cooling the alloy and the deformation induced at a
lower temperature is recovered upon heating the alloy at a higher temperature, the
phenomenon is termed as shape memory effect. However, in both cases the original shape is
regained and it is only the deformation temperature, which determines the difference between
them. In case of PE, the deformation is done at higher temperature in the parent phase and in
case of SME, the deformation is done at lower temperature in the martensite phase. Another
interesting consideration is that both PE and SME is seen in the same alloy. The occurrence
of both is best explained with the help of a schematic diagram as shown in Figure 2.1. The
transformations are characterised by four different temperatures namely, Ms, Mf, As, Af. Ms
and Mf represent the start and finish temperatures of martensite formation during cooling and
As and Af represent the start and finish temperature of austenite formation during heating.

When there is an intermediate transformation to R phase, using similar terminology the
transformation is characterised by Rs and Rf. Above Af temperature when austenite (a) is
deformed, stress induced martensite (SIM) is formed (b) and upon unloading SIM transforms
back to austenite (a). The shape recovery associated with this ( (a ) <

..>(b)j is called

pseudoelasticity. On the other hand when (a) is taken below Mf temperature twinned
martensite is formed (c). Upon loading twinned martensite becomes detwinned (d) and unlike
in pseudoelasticity detwinned martensite does to transforms back to twinned martensite upon
unloading. However, after heating this detwinned martensite goes back to austenite (a)
showing shape recovery. The cycle ( (a ) <

>(c)

stress >(d )—^

-> (a ))is called

shape memory effect (SME).
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2.1.2. Two W ay Shape Memory Effect (TWSME)
The shape memory effect means one-way shape memory effect in general, unless
otherwise mentioned, which means only the shape of parent phase or high temperature phase
is remembered. The same alloys after particular processing can remember both hot shape and
cold shape related to the shape of high and low temperature phase, respectively. This effect is
called two way shape memory effect (TWSME) or reversible shape memory effect and is
shown in Figure 2.2 [33], where a 0.3 mm thick Ti 51at.% Ni alloy sheet (a) is heat treated
under constraint (b). After the treatment, the alloy is cooled to 373 K to take the shape (c) in
austenite phase. Further cooling to 300 K the parent phse transforms to an intermediate R
phase taking the shape (d). Further cooling below Mf the alloy takes the shape (e). After that
when the alloy is heated above Af (g), it regains the original shape through an intermediate R
phase transformation (f). During further thermal cycling, the alloy remembers both high and
low temperature shape. There are various training methods such as introduction of plastic
deformation [34], thermal cycling [35], using which TWSME can be introduced. Recently,
Zhang et al. [36] have shown that TWSME also exists under complex loading conditions
produced by indentations. A good review on TWSME is available in [10,37]. Interested
readers may go through those papers.

2.1.3. Rubber-Like-Behaviour (RLB)
A number of ordered alloys show an unusual deformation behaviour, which was first
found by Olander in 1932 in Au-Cd alloy [1,2], This alloy in martensitic phase after being
aged for some time, can exhibit rubber like recovery or pseudoelastic recovery upon
deformation. The Stress-Strain curve of this alloy in martensitic stage after ageing is very
similar to pseudoelastic Stress-Strain curve, but the phenomenon is completely different from
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pseudoelasticity as the deformation and the recovery takes place in martensitic stage. Later,
the list of alloy system which show this kind of behaviour has grown and it is reported [3840] that Au-Cu-Zn, Cu-Zn-Al, Cu-Al-Ni, In-Tl show rubber like behaviour (RLB). The
origin of this behaviour [41] is quite complex and it is believed that RLB occurs because of
the reversible movement of twin boundaries. However, what makes the twin boundary
reversible is not understood very clearly.

2.2. Martensitic Transformations

In the Figure 2.3 [32], different types of martensitic transformation paths are
depicted. There are three types of transformations. All alloys have a tendency to transform
from B2 (austenite) to B19' martensite in Ti-Ni-based alloys. Particularly for the solutiontreated binary Ti-Ni alloys, where the alloys are taken above 900 °C and then quenched to
room temperature to retain the austenite phase at room temperature, the transformation
occurs from B2 to B19' directly, while for the upper and lower cases two successive
transformations occur upon continuous cooling. B2 <-» R 4-> B19' transformation is normally
seen in Ti-Ni-Fe ternary systems [42]. They can also be seen in TiNi binary alloys, if they are
cold worked followed by annealing at proper temperatures, so that high density of re
arranged dislocations are left in the specimen. B2

B19

B19' transformation is seen in

Ti-Ni-Cu ternary systems [43] and the transformations have composition dependence. When
7.5 < x (at.%Cu) <16, B2

B19 <-» B19' transformations occur and when 5 < x (at.%Cu) <

7.5, the two stage transformation actually occurs but the second transformation occurs
quickly after the first one and it is difficult to observe the first transformation. However,
depending upon the composition and heat-treatment, only the first transformation may occur
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and the second one may be lost, because the possible transformation temperatures for the
second one to B19' become too low (i.e. below 0 K) in that case.
B19' martensite is obtained when binary Ti-Ni alloys are quenched from high
temperature after solution treatment. The crystal structure of B19' phase is monoclinic and so
far in the literature various crystallographic data related to this structure is reported [44-47].
The crystal structure of B19 martensite is orthorhombic [48]. The structure of the R phase
martensite is rhombohedral and the lattice can be described by stretching the cubic parent
lattice along <111> diagonal direction [49,50].

2.2.1. Mechanisms of Martensitic Transformations
To understand and work with TiNi alloys it is imperative to understand the martensite
transformation mechanism. In this section, some terminologies related to a specific type of
martensitic transformation (B2 <-> B19') in TiNi binary alloys systems will be introduced.
The martensitic transformation in general can be explained by well-established theory called
“phenomenological crystallographic theory of martensitic transformation” developed by
Wechsler, Lieberman and Read (WLR theory) [51,52]. In this theory, the transformation is
seen as a deformation of the parent phase and deformation is expressed with the help of
matrix. The total deformation matrix in the transformation is a product of lattice rotation
matrix, lattice invariant shear matrix and a lattice deformation matrix from parent to
martensite.
When a martensitic transformation happens in the parent phase, large amount of
strain is generated around the martensite. This strain is accommodated either by introduction
of slip or by introduction of twins. Both processes generate an inhomogeneous shear without
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changing the structure of the martensite and that is why it is termed as lattice invariant shear.
Whether slip or twin is introduced depends on the alloy system, prior thermal and loading
history. In general, twin is generated first while transformation takes place. When twin
forms, there is a plane between parent and martensite phase, which is undistorted and un
rotated. This invariant plane is called habit plane. The situation is shown schematically in
Figure 2.4 [37], Twins are normally three types - type I, type II and compound twins.
Figure 2.5 [37] shows the lattice structure change in a cubic (B2) to monoclinic
(B19') martensitic transformation prevalent in solution treated binary TiNi alloy systems. The
whole process can be divided into two simple steps, even though in reality everything
happens as a single step. If a tetragonal structure is imagined in the parent phase within the
four unit cells shown, upon transformation [lOO] , [ 0 1 1

and [o 1 l j shrinks to form the

three lattice parameters a, b, c of the transformed structure. Finally, a shear on (011) plane
in [l00]p direction makes the P angle from 90° to 96.8° and the monoclinic structure is
formed.

2.2.2. Phase Diagram of TiNi Alloy and Diffusional Transformation
The phase diagram of TiNi alloy system is important to understand the heat treatment
of this alloy and the dependence of shape memory and pseudoelastic property on the heat
treatment. The TiNi phase diagram had been controversial for many years. Massalaski et al.
[53] have established the phase diagram fairly. After that, Otsuka et al. [54] have modified
the phase diagram slightly, and the resulting phase diagram is shown in Figure 2.6. They
have argued that the eutectoid decomposition of TiNi to TisNi4 and Ti2 Ni3 proposed by
Massalaski et al. [53] is not correct. Instead, they have concluded that TiNi3 is a stable phase
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in the phase diagram and Ti3 Ni4 and Ti2 Ni3 phases are intermediate phases which appear in
the following order with the increase in ageing time.

Ti3Ni4—>Ti2Ni3—>TiNi3
The effect of diffusional transformation to these intermediate phases with ageing time on
martensitic transformation and shape memory behaviour will be further reviewed in the
section 2.2.3.3. To observe the pseudoelasticity and shape memory, we are interested in the
region bounded by Ti2 Ni and TiNi3 . In this region, the TiNi forms a complete solid solution
with Ni solubility depending on the temperature. At 1090 °C, an order-disorder transition
from B2 to BCC for TiNi is seen.

2.2.3. Factors Affecting the Martensitic Transformations
Martensitic transformation determines almost all important properties of shape
memory alloys. Transformation temperature determines at what temperature (range) such
effect can be observed. This is very important for practical applications. For example, if
room-temperature application of superelasticity effect is desired, it is necessary to make the
alloy to have subzero transformation temperature. However, the transformation temperature
cannot be too low; otherwise, it is too hard to induce the transformation and the associated
large strain. The different factors that affect the transformation temperatures are reviewed in
the following subsections.

2.2.3.I. Effect of Compositional Change
By changing the composition of the TiNi alloys and TiNi based alloys, the
transformation temperatures and transformation path (single-step or two-step) can be
changed to suit the practical need. Although it is possible to change the transformation
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temperature and the transformation path by alloying elements [55, 56] in case of ternary TiNi
alloys system, changing the Ni concentration alone is good enough to control the
transformation in TiNi alloys, which is dealt in section 2.2.3.3. The two important alloying
elements in TiNi based alloys are Fe and Cu.
Miyazaki et al. [57] have shown that substituting few percentage Ni in TiNi alloys by
Fe the transformation path changes from one step (B2 •o B19') to two step transformation
(B2 o R o B19'). The effect of Cu addition in TiNi alloys are studied by Lo et al. [58].
Using electrical resistivity, DSC and XRD measurements, they have shown that up to 4% of
Cu addition changes the transformation path to a two-step transformation and the martensitic
transformation temperatures decreases to a very low temperature.
The other alloying elements also affect the transformation temperatures and the
transformation paths of TiNi alloys. However, Pd, Pt, Hf, Au, and Zr increase the
transformation temperatures and these ternary shape memory alloys are being used as high
temperature shape memory alloys [59].

2.2.3.2. Effect of Cold Working
Traditional cold working affects the martensitic transformation temperatures and the
final microstructure obtained in TiNi alloys substantially [60-64]. By internal friction, shear
modulus measurement and TEM study, Lin et al [60] have studied the effect of cold rolling
on martensitic transformation of an equiatomic TiNi alloy. Because of cold rolling up to
40%, the martensite stabilisation takes place and dislocations network generated during
rolling depresses the transformation temperatures. The hardness increases from 200 Hv to
415 Hv after 40% reduction in thickness. However, the effect of martensite stabilisation dies
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out when the alloys was heated to 250 °C and the reverse transformation takes place. In
another study [61], they use cold rolling and annealing to strengthen the equiatomic TiNi
alloy. They carried out rolling to give 5%, 10%, 20% and 40% thickness reduction of an
equiatomic TiNi alloy. The reported hardness increase for 40% cold rolled sample was from
200 Hv (sample with no cold rolling) to 320 Hv and the shape recovery measured by bending
test increases from 90% to 100% with an applied bending strain of 4.5%. Kurita et al. [62]
did a similar type of study using DSC measurements on equiatomic alloy. They have also
found that with cold working the peak broadening of the transformation peaks take place and
the broadening increases with the increase in percentage reduction in rolling.
Chang et al. [64] have also studied the effect of cold rolling on martensitic
transformation in an equiatomic TiNi alloy. They have reduced the specimen thickness from
1.9 mm to 1.24 mm giving 35% reduction in thickness. They related the grain size reduction
during cold rolling to the multi-stage transformations obtained using DSC and dynamic
mechanical analyzer (DMA) measurements. They observed that the grain size distribution in
the rolled materials is quite inhomogeneous and at the central area of the cross section of the
material has larger grains comparatively, than the grains seen at the rolled surface. They
concluded that due to this grain size variation, the transformation takes place at two different
temperatures and that is why a four-stage transformation is seen in DSC study as shown in
Figure 2.7.
During cooling at about 31 °C, a relatively small volume corresponding to the central
large grain region transforms from B2 to Ri first. Further cooling to 20 °C, the untransformed
B2 region corresponding to smaller grain size region starts transforming from B2 to R 2 . Upon
continuation of cooling, at about 6 °C the Ri transforms to B19'i and at about 16 °C the R2
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transforms to B19f2. The Ri, R2 and B19'i, B19*2 are same as R phase and B19' phase
respectively, but transformed at two different regions and at two different temperatures.
During reverse transformation however, B19'2 and B19'i transform back to B2 phase directly
at 39.3 0 C and 50.8 0 C, respectively. The similar four stage transformations (two two-stage
B2 —> R —> B19') are not seen when the same sample was ground to reduce the thickness of
the sample and remove the central bigger grain size region.
It is also reported in the literature [65-68] that with cold rolling the TiNi alloys
exhibit crystal to amorphous transformation. Koike et al [65] have studied crystal to
amorphous transformation in Ti 50.8at.% Ni alloy using TEM. In this study, they have
discussed the driving force for this amorphous transition. They have roughly estimated that
the elastic energy caused by the dislocation density of 1014 /cm2 is of the same order as the
crystallisation energy in TiNi alloys. Based on this estimation they concluded that
accumulation of high dislocation density (1013 to 1014 /cm2) during rolling is the driving force
for amorphisation in cold rolled TiNi alloys.
Nakayama et al. [66,67] have studied the effect of cold rolling on the amorphous
structure formation of a homogenised Ti 50.2at.% Ni alloy. In as-rolled condition no
martensitic transformation was seen at 123 K when the sample was cooled at DSC. Using
TEM study they have shown that with 70 % rolling reduction partial amorphisation takes
place and the austenite stabilisation takes place. Subsequent annealing makes the structure
nanocrystalline and the grain size increase with increasing annealing temperature. Figure 2.8
[67] shows the TEM micrographs of Ti 50.2at.% Ni alloy after various processing conditions.
Recently, Nam et al. [68] have done a similar study on equiatomic TiNi alloy. Cold
rolling at room temperature up to 40 % thickness reduction showed individual domain of
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amorphous structure, whereas, in case of 70% rolling reduction band shaped amorphous
region was seen among the crystalline area as seen in Figure 2.8(b). They have also reported
that with increasing the rolling reduction from 40 to 70%, the crystallisation temperature was
decreased from 552 K (279 °C) to 539 K (266 °C). The average grain size after 40 % cold
rolling and annealing at 250 °C was 27 nm, which increased to 80 nm when the annealing
temperature was increased to 400 °C.

2.2.3.3. Effect of Post Deformation Annealing or Ageing
As seen by the phase diagram in Figure 2.6 [54] binary TiNi alloy is an intermetallic
compound, which shows certain solubility of Ni as a function of temperature up to 58 at.% at
1116 °C, however, similar solubility of Ti is absent. By taking advantage of the Ni solubility
in the TiNi matrix, the transformation behaviour can be controlled. In Ni-rich TiNi alloys
when quenched from high temperature, the matrix becomes supersaturated with Ni. At low
temperature, the Ni solubility is much lower than that at high temperatures (around 1000 0 C
solubility is 55 at.%). Otsuka et al. [37] have shown that various intermediate phases (Ti3 Ni4 ,
Ti2Ni 3 , TiNi3 ) form when the alloys are aged after solution treatment. The Ni dependence of
martensitic transformation temperature in binary TiNi alloys is shown in Figure 2.9 [37].

During aging, the formation of precipitates depends on ageing temperature and time.
At lower ageing time (less than 5 h) and lower temperature (typically less than 600 °C),
Ti3Ni4 is formed first. While at higher ageing temperature (around 800 °C) and higher time
(beyond 10 h) TiNi3 phase appears and at intermediate ageing time and temperature Ti2Ni3
phase appears. The size and the number of precipitates also increase with ageing time and
temperature. When these precipitates form depending on the ageing time and temperature, Ni
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content in the matrix varies locally. This results in a two-step (5 2 - » R -» 5 1 9 ')
transformation unlike in the quenched alloys, which exhibit a single step transformation
(5 2 —» 519').

Recently, Eggeler et al. [69] have studied the effect of ageing on martensitic
transformations in Ni rich TiNi alloys. Using DSC, TEM and neutron diffraction (ND)
results, they have shown that transformation behaviour of these alloys is very sensitive to the
microstructure of these alloys, which is dependant on ageing temperature and ageing time.
They have found that Ti 50.8at.% Ni alloy, upon ageing at 450 °C shows first a two-step
transformation at shorter ageing time (15 min to 1 h.) and then with increasing ageing time
up to 5 h 3-step transformation is seen. Finally, at ageing time between 25 and 400 h twostep transformation is seen. During 3-step transformation the first and second peak is
associated with the normal R phase and B19' phase transformation and the third peak is also
for B19' phase transformation. However, this peak occurs at a lower temperature than the
former two peaks due to microstructural heterogeneity. The authors termed this phenomena
2-3-2 transformation behaviour with increasing ageing time. Eggler et al. [69] have attributed
the reason for this type of transformation behaviour to the homogeneous (precipitates form
throughout the grain boundary and grain interior) and heterogeneous (precipitates form
selectively at or near grain boundary) precipitation in the microstructure resulting in local
composition variation.

2.3. Severe Plastic Deformation (SPD)
The desire for improving the mechanical properties of the structural materials,
followed by well know Hall-Petch [70] relationship have generated a lot of interest among
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the materials scientists to produce the sub-micron level grain structures, typically less than
100 nm, also called nanocrystalline materials. Materials with grain sizes between 100 nm 1000 nm are called ultra-fine grained (UFG) materials. There has been a great amount of
research on large strain plastic deformation. A number of researchers have worked on how
the large strain plastic deformation induced nanostructures change the flow stress, hardness,
ductility and texture [71-73]. These authors’ work have established that heavy deformations
using cold rolling, drawing and torsion can result in a refined microstructure at room
temperature. However, the structures formed at room temperature are usually substructures
of a cellular type having boundaries with low angle misorientations. At high strains (>5) only
stable or quasi-stable nanograins with high angle grain boundaries are obtained. Another
limitation of these conventional deformation techniques is that they involve reductions in the
material dimensions, resulting in thin sheets in case of rolling, or filaments in case of
extrusion. These final products have little practical utility as structural material.

Since Glieter [74] presented the concept of nanocrystalline materials two decades
ago, many researchers have put effort to produce nanocrystalline or submicron grain
structured materials in various ways in addition to SPD. These techniques include gas
condensation [74], high-energy ball milling or mechanical alloying [75,76]. However, both
of these techniques have their own limitations in terms of sample size and porosity.
Alternatively, it has been found that applying a very high plastic strain, submicron grain
structure can be produced in wide variety of materials including pure metals, metallic alloys
and intermetallic materials [77-80]. Because of high strain applied (equivalent strain going
up to 12) in these processing techniques, they are called severe plastic deformation technique
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(SPD). High-pressure torsion (HPT) and equal channel angular pressing (ECAP) are the most
well known methods of SPD capable of deforming with true strain > 10 [81].

2.3.1. Equal Channel Angular Pressing (ECAP)
This method is used in the present work to achieve nanocrystalline TiNi alloy, hence
it is appropriate to reproduce the details here about this method. In ECAP method, two equal
cross-section channels intersect each other at a particular angle and a billet is deformed
through this channel. Segal and co-workers [81,82] first invented the method in 1981. The
initial goal in this process was to introduce large amount of plastic strain in the material
without any reduction in cross section so that the applied strain can be multiplied by
deforming the material through a number of cycles. This still remain the main advantage of
this process. The deformation in this process happens purely by simple shear. Since its
inception, there are many varieties of the process, which include whether, the billet was
pressed or drawn and deformation path in subsequent cycles. If the billet is drawn then the
process is called equal channel angular drawing [83] and if the billet is punched, then the
process is equal channel angular extrusion (ECAE).
Figure 2.10 [84] shows the three different possibilities of ECAP die design
schematically where one edge of two channels intersect each other at an angle, 0 , ranging
between 90° and 135°. The outer edge of the channels creates three different possibility of the
design depending on the comer angle ( W) at which they intersect.

0 = 0 and

0 = n - O corresponds to the two limiting condition for any given <P and in third possibility,
0 can take any value between the limiting conditions. The process is generally carried out at
low temperature. However, for difficult-to-plastically-deform materials high temperature
processing or intermediate annealing between the ECAP cycles is also common [85]. The
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channel wall generates a lot of friction during the process, which is taken care by applying
suitable lubrication depending on the strength of the pressed material and temperature.

2.3.2. Processing Routes and Microstructure Development during ECAP
There are different processing routes in conventional ECAP where rods and square
bars are pressed through the channel for multiple numbers of passes. Figure 2.11 [86] shows
three different processing routes which are named as route A, route B and route C. In route
A, the sample is not rotated along its longitudinal axis during successive passes. In route B,
the sample is rotated about its longitudinal axis either clockwise or anticlockwise during
subsequent passes. Depending on whether the sample is rotated clockwise-anticlockwise (±
90°) or only in clockwise direction (+ 90°) route B is further termed as route Ba or Be,
respectively. In route C, the sample is rotated 180° about its longitudinal axis in between
each pass.
There have been a number of researches dealing with the microstructural changes in
the materials when different processing routes are employed. Iwahasi et al. [86] have studied
carefully the grain refinement technique and nature of ultrafine grain structures developed in
high purity aluminum during ECAP when the samples are rotated between the successive
pressing through 0° (Route A), 90° (route Be) and 180° (route C). Using transmission
electron microscopy, they have shown that microstructure development depends on the angle
of rotation between each pressing. Route B generates an array of high angle grain boundaries
most rapidly. The evolution is slower in case of route C and is slowest in route A when the
sample is not rotated between each pass. The grain size reduction was from 1 mm to 0.5-1.5
pm in all three processing routes. Chakkingal et al. [87] have found similar results while
equal channel angular drawing as cast commercially pure aluminum and with a die angle of
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(P=135°. They concluded that the route A produces elongated sub-grains, whereas route B
and route C results in equiaxed sub-grains. However, they reported that grain boundary
misorientation was only about 1-4° and they attributed the probable reason to the die angle
being 135°.
Gholinia et al. [88] have also studied the effect of different processing routes on
microstructure evolution during ECAP of Al-Mg and Al-Mn alloy with a die angle of
0=120° They have studied all four different processing routes and characterise the
microstmctures using electron back scattered diffraction (EBSD) technique. They have
concluded different results than Iwahashi et al [86]. They have argued that by maintaining a
constant strain path i.e. route A is the most efficient technique for forming submicron grain
structure. Route B a and route Be were less efficient than route A in terms of producing new
high angle grain boundaries during subsequent passes and route C was the most inefficient
route for grain refinement. They also showed route A produces elongated grain structure and
route B produces bimodal grain structure comprised of larger grains and concentrated bands
of submicron grains.

2.3.3. Strain Calculation during ECAP
The strain induced in the material during ECAP varies largely with the angles at
which the channels intersect. In Figure 2.10(a) [84], where F=0 the shear strain is given by,
( 0^1
r = 2cot —

(2.1)

V^ /

Figure 2.10(b) [84], representing the other limiting condition where !P=/7-0, the
shear strain is given by,
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r= o

(2.2)

In case o f an intermediate situation in Figure 2.10(c) [84], the shear strain is given
by,

y - 2 cot

W\

0
—

+

—

+ ¥ cos ec

r0

¥^

(2.3)

By inspection, it is observed that equation 2.3 reduces to equation 2.1 when ¥=0 and
equation 2.2 when Y=11-0. From mechanics, the equivalent strain, seq is represented by,

2
eq

2

2

2 2 2 Yx + Yx5 + Yx
8 +8 +8 + —
----------------

------------ -

(2.4)

Because of accumulative nature of the strain during ECAP the total strain after a
certain number of pass can be obtained by multiplying the strain at each pass by the total
number of pass. By substituting the proper values in equation 2.4, the equivalent strain after
N number of ECAP passes,

*N =

en

can be obtained by the following equation:

¥)
(0
0 + --2 cot ( —
+ ¥ cos ec --- H----u
2)
■s

(2.5)

A detailed derivation of the strain generated during each pass can be found elsewhere
[84]. As seen from equation 2.5, strain during each pass is dependant on 0 and ¥ alone. In
Figure 2.12, the calculated equivalent strain variation against the comer angle, ¥, for three
different 0 values is shown. From this figure, it is quite clear that angle 0 has a greater effect
on the strain induced during ECAP than the comer angle, ¥.
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Nakashima et al. [89] have studied experimentally, the influence of channel angle, 0 ,
on the development of ultrafme grains. With four different channel angles and a slightly
different comer angle in each die, they have studied the microstructure development in pure
aluminum. They concluded that the die having 90° channel angle and with route Be gives the
most refined microstructure at low number of passes. The die having the largest channel
angle of 157.5° was worst in both generating refined grain structure and in achieving inferior
mechanical properties.

2.3.4. Severe Plastic Deformation on TiNi alloys
Even though the technique of severe plastic deformation is well established, to
produce ultrafme grain or nanocrystalline bulk TiNi, researchers did not apply this technique
until very recently. Pushin et al. [90-94] have studied the structure formation and phase
transformation in TiNi based alloys (TisoNiso, Ti49.5Ni5o.5, Ti5 oNi4 9 Fe, Ti5oNi25Cu25,
Ti4 9 .4 Ni5 0 .6 ). They have deformed the material using SPD technique namely high pressure
torsion, ECAP and multi-step SPD deformations - ECAP plus cold rolling [94] both at room
temperatures and at high temperatures in the range of 350-500 °C. During ECAP, the strain at
each pass was about 1.0 and ECAP was continued up to 5-10 passes. Using TEM study they
have shown the structure in binary Upg.sNiso.s alloys, especially after ECAP at 450 °C
consists of average grain size of 0.2-0.3 pm. The alloy under all processing conditions
undergoes two-step B 2 o R o B 1 9 ' type martensitic transformations. Using in situ XRD
and TEM study they have established that both R phase and B19' phase have a packet
morphology consisting of platelike crystals twinned in pair.
Khemelevskaya et al. [95] have also studied the effect of HPT and ECAP on the
microstructural formation and recovery strain and recovery stress in both Ti-rich and Ni-rich
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TiNi alloys. Recovery strain was measured by heating of samples after bending at 0 °C
around mandrels and the recovery stress was measured during heating of the samples which
was deformed in tension prior to heating. They found that after doing ECAP at 450 °C for 6-8
passes the recoverable strain increases from 2% to 4% and 8% in case of Ti5 o.6 Ni4 9 . 4 and
Ti4 9 .8 Ni5 0 .2 , respectively. They attributed this increase in recovery strain because of increase
in the yield strength o f the martensite and increase in difference between the yield strength of
the martensite and critical stress for martensite formation or reorientation. For the Ni rich
alloy after 8 passes, they found the grain size to be 0.1-0.3 pm.
Stolyarov et al. [96] also studied the SPD of TiNi alloys similar to that of
Khemelevskaya et al. [95] with Ti49.8Ni5 0 . 2 alloy but with a die of channel angle, 0 = 1 10°
which induces much lower strain than in the previous studies of other researches as detailed
above. Using TEM characterisation, they found that first 1-4 passes results in sharp grain
refinement (from 80 pm to 0.45 pm). The subsequent passes does not affect the sub-grain
size drastically, as after 8 passes the grain size reduced to 0.24 pm and after 12 passes it was
0.23 pm. However, the subsequent passes beyond 4 passes increase the density and
distribution of dislocation and amount of internal stresses. The martensitic transformation
sequence observed was also a usual two-step B2

R

B19' transformation. The

transformation temperatures decreases after 4 ECAP passes by 20 - 40 °C when compared to
as-received sample and then again increases slightly after 8 passes. They have also reported
the increase in yield strength and the stress required to martensite formation or reorientation
as shown in Table 2.2. This increase in mechanical properties results in higher recovery than
the as quenched alloy and the post deformation annealing of the ECAP alloy retains the high
strength.
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Table 2.2. Effect of ECAP pass and subsequent annealing on the room temperature mechanical propeties
of Ti 50.2at.% Ni alloy [96].

°u>

00.2*

%

(®0.2 - ®m)j

Quenched

MPa
210

MPa
940

MPa
600

elongatio
40

MPa
390

ECAP 450 UC, 8 Passes

290

1240

1140

25

850

ECAP 450° C, 8 Passes, ageing 450 UC

320

1240

1180

33

860

ECAP 450 u C, 8 Passes, ageing 500 UC

350

1260

1160

50

810

ECAP 450 0 C, 8 Passes, ageing 600 °C

240

1150

860

67

620

Deformation state

Xie et al. [97] have studied the change in transformation temperatures in Ti 50.3at.%
Ni subjected to ECAP process with an equivalent strain of 1 in each pass at 550 °C. They
showed that after two ECAP passes at higher temperature when there is no precipitation takes
place the transformation temperature decreases. However, when the alloy is annealed for
long time and there is precipitation of Ti3 Ni4 in the matrix, the Ni depletes from the matrix
and the transformation temperature increases again.
Karaman et al. [98] studied the transformation behaviour and unusual twinning in Ti
50.8at.% Ni alloy subjected to ECAP at room temperature and at 450 °C. Using DSC study
they have shown that there is no transformation seen when the alloys was subjected to room
temperature ECAP between -60 °C and 600 °C. However, when the alloy was subjected to
ECAP at high temperature the martensitic transformations were seen and the transformation
temperatures have increased than that of as received alloy.
To summarise this section briefly, all the previous work on SPD of TiNi alloys by
various

authors

indicates

that

the

transformation

path

changes

to

two-step

B2 —» R -» B19'type transformation. The transformation temperatures decrease after the
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deformation due to austenite stabilisation when there is no precipitation and the
transformation temperatures increase when there is precipitation associated with the
deformation process sequence in case of Ni rich TiNi alloys. The yield strength, ultimate
strength and the transformation stress also increases after ECAP processing at high
temperature. There is substantial amount of grain size reduction after ECAP; the grain sizes
reported in the previous work [90-98] varies from 0.1 to 0.3 pm.

2.3.5. Why Severe Plastic Deformation of TiNi alloys
All the above study shows that with the help of severe plastic deformation or equal
channel angular pressing to be specific, amorphous and nanocrystalline or ultrafme grained
TiNi alloys can be produced. The nanocrystalline structure exhibits better mechanical
properties in terms of yield strength and recovery strain. In addition, the martensitic
transformation temperatures and the transformation paths can also be controlled by applying
the optimum thermo- mechanical treatment. The schematic diagram representing the shape
memory and transformation pseudoelasticity region in stress-temperature space as shown in
Figure 2. 13 [99] can best explain the effect of the increased yield strength in the
pseudoelasticity of TiNi alloys.
It can be seen from the Figure 2.13 that the critical stress to induce martensite
increases with the increase in the temperature beyond Af at any given applied stress. There
are two parallel lines with negative slope representing the critical stress to introduce slip in
the alloy. The solid line represents (situation A) the alloys which have a higher critical stress
to introduce slip, typically Ni rich binary TiNi alloys and the dotted line represents those
alloys which have very low critical stress to introduce slip, typically Ti rich binary TiNi
alloys. Therefore, by deforming TiNi alloys using high strain severe plastic deformation and
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achieving finer grain size, it is possible to increase the critical stress to introduce slip in the
material. Eventually, the area of transformation pseudoelasticity in the stress-temperature
space as shown in Figure 2. 13 [99] can be increased. However, it is worth to mention that
increasing yield strength also increases the elastic recovery in the alloy.
Saburi et al. [100] have studied the effect of grain size on pseudoelasticity of Ti
50.5at.% Ni alloy which was solutionised at 800 °C for 1 hour and then quenched. They have
carried out uniaxial tensile testing on a single crystal specimen of the Ti 50.5at.% Ni alloy
and on two other specimen of the alloy with a grain size of 50 pm and 1mm, respectively.
Figure 2. 14 shows the result of such uniaxial tensile tests. The tests were carried out at 40
°C, which was 10 °C above the Af temperature (30 °C) of the alloy. From Figure 2. 14, it is

clear that with decreasing grain size the pseudoelasticity increases.

2.4. Instrumented Indentation and Shape Memory Effect
Traditionally the measurement of shape memory recovery strain and pseudoelastic
recovery strain is measured using uniaxial stress-strain experiments [101,102]. However,
conducting these experiments is cumbersome and the sample size requirements often limit
the traditional way of measuring the mechanical properties of shape memory materials
processed under various conditions. Recently, researchers often select micro- and
nanoindentation techniques to measure the shape memory and pseudoelastic strain recovery
of shape memory alloys [19,20]. In instrumented indentation technique, load is applied on the
material using an indenter and both applied load and the displacement of the indenter are
recorded. These data are used to calculate mechanical properties like hardness (H) and
Young’s modulus (E). A various types of indenters are normally (spherical, Berkovich,
sphero-conical, Vickers, Knoop) used in these experiments though, spherical and Berkovich
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type of indenters are more commonly used. Oliver and Pharr [23,24] have proposed a method
which is now widely used to measure the hardness and Young’s modulus of various
materials. In the following section, terminologies related to instrumented indentation and
Oliver-Pharr method is introduced.

2.4.1. Oliver-Pharr Method [23,24]
In this method, an indenter is used to apply the load on the surface of the material as
shown in Figure 2.15(a) and (b). The total displacement of the indenter at any time during
the indentation is given by,
( 2 .6)

Where, hc is the contact depth and hs is the displacement of the surface at the contact
perimeter. It was assumed that while unloading the load-displacement profile obeys a power
law relation as given by,
P = A ( h - h f )m

(2.7)

Where P is indentation load, h is displacement at any given time, hf is the final
indentation depth at zero load, the constants A and m are fitting parameters determined by
least square fitting of relationship between P and (h-hf). The three key parameters required
to calculate the hardness and Young’s modulus are the max load Pmax, the depth at max load
hm and the initial unloading stiffness S, which can be calculated mathematically by
differentiating equation 2.7 and taking the derivative at the peak load, as given by,

(2 .8)
max
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However in practice, the unloading stiffness, S, is measured from the load-displacement
curve directly by drawing a tangent to the initial linear-unloading portion of the curve. The
relation between S and the reduced Young’s modulus E* is given by the following equation
[23,24],

(2.9)

Where, Ac is the projected contact area at maximum load and the reduced composite Young’s
modulus E* is defined as,

(2 . 10)

A c = f ( h c)
-l

(2 .11)

Where, vit vs, Ej, and E s are the Poisson’s ratios and Young’s moduli of the indenter and the
samples. Now, from the definition of hardness H = Pmax/ A , we can see that knowing S and
A c, the hardness, H and Young’s modulus of the sample, Es can be calculated form the above

equations. Another important point to be noted while using Oliver and Pharr [23,24] method
is that the equation 2.10 is valid for a Berkovich indenter. While using a conical indenter that
produce spherical indents or in case of spherical indenter, the contact area is directly
calculated from the contact radius (a). From the geometry of the spherical indentation as
shown in the Figure 2.15 (b) the contact radius, a, is calculated from the following equation:

(2 .12)
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2.4.2. Quantitative Characterisation of Shape Memory and Pseudoelastic Recovery
Using micro and nanoindentation techniques, it is possible to measure the shape
memory recovery and pseudoelastic recovery. Cheng et al. [19,20,22], Shaw et al. [103] and
Gall et al. [104] have showed that the load-displacement curves obtained in instrumented
indentation technique can be used to characterise the shape memory recovery and
pseudoelastic recovery quantitatively. Figure 2.16 shows a typical load displacement curve
wherein, various terminologies required for the calculation of recovery ratios are shown. The
h

indentation-induced pseudoelastic depth recovery ratio, 7/PE, is defined as,
h
h
7p e =

-h f
( 2 - 13)

'
max

w

The pseudoelastic energy recovery ratio during indentation, r/pE, is defined as the ratio of
recoverable work (Wr) to the total work (Wt) [20]:
^max

J Pdh

jr_____

^pE = — = -ir
max
tax
1

(2.14)

J Pdh
0

From practical point of view, the energy recovery ratio is a better representation of
pseudoelasticity than depth recovery ratio, as the former is calculated by measuring the area
under loading and unloading curve unlike in the later case where only a point on the loaddisplacement profile is considered in the calculation.
h

In case of shape memory recovery the indentation induced depth recovery ratio, 7 SME,
is calculated by measuring the maximum residual indent depth at zero load before heating,
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h max, and the maximum residual indent depth of the same indent after heating, hmax and is
given as [19],
BH

^m ax
^SM E “

AH

^m ax

(0 1O

BH

^m ax

2.5. Wear Behaviour of TiNi Alloys
In the literature TiNi alloys are explored for its macro- and micro-scale wear
behaviour. On macroscopic scale, sliding wear [18,105-108] and corrosive wear [29,30]
experiments are conducted. Liao et al [106] have studied the dry sliding wear behaviour of
equiatomic TiNi alloy (martensitic at room temperature) and Ti 51 at.% Ni (austenitic at room
temperature) alloy against a hard steel ball with Pin-on-disk configuration. The experiments
were conducted at different loads starting from 10 N to 60 N with an increment of 10 N and
the sliding distance for all the tests were up to 600 m. They have concluded that martensite
reorientation and pseudoelasticity enhance their wear resistance. They claimed that adhesion,
abrasion, brinelling (wavy wear tracks) and surface fatigue are the four main mechanism of
wear in TiNi alloys.
Using dry sliding wear experiments and finite element modelling (FEM), Li at al.
[109-111] have studied tribological properties and wear mechanism of binary TiNi alloys and
how pseudoelasticity helps in improving wear characteristics of TiNi alloys. In one study,
they have compared the wear behaviour of a Ni rich TiNi alloy with 304-stainless steel and
concluded that in case of low load experiments where pseudoelasticity is completely
functional, the wear resistance is two orders of magnitude less than the stainless steel. Using
SEM analysis, they have studied the characteristics of the worn surfaces. The alloy, which
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had higher degree of pseudoelasticity (measured by indentation and tensile testing method)
showed narrower plastic deformation bands. In addition the average surface roughness of the
worn surface was lower in the alloy having higher degree of pseudoelasticity. When the load
was increased such that the plastic strain exceeds the pseudoelastic strain limit, tensile
strength, strain-hardening capacity and the fracture strain has a greater effect on wear
resistance. Tensile strength and strain hardening capacity measured by uniaxial tensile testing
showed that TiNi alloys were superior than the 304-stainless steel which makes the TiNi
alloys more wear resistant than the stainless steel at higher loads.
In another study, Li et al. [ I l l ] have proposed a modified Archard’s equation to
predict the wear behaviour for highly elastic or pseudoelastic material, as given in the
following equation:

^ lo s s

K , i + K2( l - ^ ) d 2 — s, 0 < r | <1
^2

(2.16)

Where, K\ (nm3) and K2 (dimensionless) are constants, L\ and L2 the wearing load (i.e. the
normal load) and indentation load, respectively, s the sliding distance.
Recently Qian et al. [112,113] have studied the micro-wear behaviour of
pseudoelastic TiNi alloy (austenitic at room temperature) conducted using a Hysitron
tribometer at temperatures ranging from 22° to 120 °C. Using in situ AFM images analysis
they have shown that at room temperature abrasive wear dominates the wear process.
Abrasive wear by ploughing takes place beyond a threshold load for each type of indenter.
Applying Hertzian contact theory, they have analysed the role of phase transformation and
plasticity in room temperature wear of TiNi alloys and they concluded that indentation
hardness of pseudoelastic TiNi alloy is not a single material property but it indicates the
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material’s ability against plastic deformation and phase transition. By carrying out
indentations at different load and at different temperatures, they have developed a way of
calculating the hardness. Using this model, they showed that the hardness of TiNi alloy
actually increases with temperature, which is mainly due to the increase in transition stress.
They have also conducted a series of micro-wear tests at different temperatures and the result
show that with increasing temperature and increasing hardness the wear depth in TiNi alloys
decreases. They have attributed this unusual behaviour to the interplay among the three
temperature dependent factors: elastic modulus of austenite, phase transformation and plastic
deformation below the indenter.
Ni et al. [114] have studied the effect of H/E* ratio on the friction and wear behaviour
of bilayer coatings where chromium, martensitic TiNi and austenitic TiNi are used as
interlayer beneath a chromium nitride coating. In this study the coating with austenitic TiNi
(termed in the original work as SI) had the highest H/E* ratio and this material showed the
minimum wear loss under dry sliding conditions with pin-on-disk geometry as shown in
Figure 2. 17. Qualitatively, the effect of H/E* ratio on friction has been explained by these
authors [114] using pile-up and sink-in phenomena. For materials with large yield strength to
Young’s modulus ratio (equivalent to H/E*) tendency of sinking-in is observed and the viceversa is true. Hence, in case of sink-in the ploughing force, which contributes to the friction
in addition to adhesive force, is smaller than in case of pile-up.

2.6. Executive Sum m ary o f Literature Survey

The literature survey in this thesis on various aspects of TiNi alloys showed the
following :
1. TiNi alloys posses superior mechanical properties compared to conventional materials.
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2. The martensitic transformation path and the transformation temperatures depend on
composition (at.% Ni and addition of ternary alloying elements), plastic deformation
(both conventional and newer techniques like SPD) and post deformation annealing or
ageing.
3. The TiNi alloys show improvement in mechanical properties (yield strength, true
strength, % elongation, and strain recovery after mechanical unloading and/or thermal
effects) after plastic deformation.
4. Cold rolling with subsequent annealing and ECAP at room temperature and high
temperature produces ultra-fine grain structure to nanocrystalline structure.
5. The reduction in grain size is attributed to the increase in mechanical properties measured
by simple uniaxial testing.
6. The TiNi alloy has potential to become an alternative to conventional wear resistant
material, which is due to its thermally induced self-healing (SME) and mechanically
induced self-healing (pseudoelasticity) property.
However, greater understanding of complex loading and the interplay between plastic
deformation and stress induced martensitic transformation is required to take the benefit of
the unique properties of these alloys successfully. Even though researchers have studied the
self-healing effect during indentation loading and scratch loading there has not been much
study to explore the possibility of using pseudoelasticity to achieve self-healing effect. Thus
the objective of this work has been to enhance the mechanical properties of Ti 50.8at.% Ni
alloy by reduction of grain size to nanometre level and achieve self-healing under indentation
and scratch loading.
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Figure 2.1. Appearance of shape memory effect and pseudoelasticity. Demonstration using a schematic
diagram showing two dimensional crystal structures of austenite and martensite. (a) Austenite above Af;
(b) SIM above Af; (c) twinned martensite below Mf; (d) detwinned martensite below Mf. The
nomenclature and the structure for various martensites are shown below.
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Figure 2. 2. Two way shape memory of a Ti 51 at.% Ni alloy; (a) 0.3 mm thick sheet; (b) sheet shape
during constrain heat treatment; (c) shape of parent phase at 373 K; (d) intermediate shape during
cooling to 300 K with R phase; (e) shape of B19' phase at 213 K; (f) intermediate shape with R phase
during heating (g) shape of parent phase at 373 K; (h) shape of B19' phase after cooling down to 213 K.
Note that shape of both parent and martensite phase is remembered [33].
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Figure 2.3. Three transformation paths for TiNi based alloys [32].
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Figure 2. 4. Schematic diagram of existence of habit plane in austenite and martensite matrix [37].
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Figure 2. 5. The lattice change from B2 parent phase, (a) to B19’ martensite phase, (b) /, j , k refers to
parent lattice and
k ' refers to the martensite lattice. A shear on (011)p plane converts the parent
structure into B19’ martensite structure [37].
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Figure 2. 6. The phase diagram of TiNi binary alloys by Otsuka et al. The dotted line represents the
order-disorder transition for TiNi alloys at 1090° C [54].
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Figure 2. 7. DSC curves for cold rolled Ti50Ni5o alloy annealed at 500 0 C for 3 h. (a) original specimen
with 1.2 mm thickness, (b) the ground specimen to 0.4 mm thickness [64].
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Figure 2. 8. TEM images of (a) homogenised, (b) 70% rolled; rolled and annealed at (c) 573 K, (d) 673
K, (e) 773 K and (0 873 K for 1 h. Insets are corresponding SAD [67].
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Figure 2. 9. Ms temperature as a function of Ni content for binary TiNi alloys. Different data symbol
represents data from different authors and the solid line is given by thermodynamic calculations [37].
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Figure 2. 10. The different possibilities of die design, (a) W = 0 , (b) W = 7T —& represents two limiting
condition and (c) represents an intermediate situation where the strain can be varied for any given
channel angle, 0 , [84].
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(b) Route B

(a) Route A

(c) Route C

Figure 2. 11. Different processing routes for any given die design; (a) No rotation of sample, (b) rotation
of sample either by ± 90° alternatively or + 90° alternatively, and (c) rotation by 180° [86].
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Figure 2. 13. Schematic diagram representing region of shape memory effect and transformation
pseudoelasticity in temperature-stress coordinates [99].
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Figure 2. 14. Stress-strain curves obtained from uniaxial testing showing the effect of grain size on
pseudoelasticity of Ti 50.5at.% Ni alloy [100].
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Figure 2.15. Schematic cross-section of (a) sharp indentation (b) spherical indentation under load.
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Figure 2.16. Typical load displacement curve in instrumented indentation experiments and definition of
various parameters measured.
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Figure 2.17. (a) Hardness; (b) H/E* ratio; and (c) wear loss of various specimens. The Y-axis in (c) is in
logarithmic scale [114].
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CHAPTER 3

3. Experimental Methods

3.1. Composition and As-Received condition of TiNi alloy
The alloy used in this study was a pseudoelastic grade Ni rich binary TiNi alloy. The
alloy composition in weight percentage is given in Table 3.1. Upon converting the weight
percentage to atomic percentage, the alloy composition becomes 44.12 at.% Ti 50.8at.% Ni
and designated here after as Ti 50.8at.% Ni. The alloy was procured from Special Metals,
New Hartford, NY. The as-received alloys were in the plate form with 10 mm thickness and
200 mm in length and width. They were hot rolled, flattened, and finally grit blasted. The
transformation temperatures of as received material in fully annealed condition (as quoted by
the supplier) are Ms: -22 °C, Mf: -37 °C, A s: -13 °C and Af : +3 °C. The transformation
temperatures were confirmed using differential scanning calorimetric (DSC) measurement
and shown in Figure 3.1. The details of DSC measurement will be provided in section 3.3.
There is a slight variation in the transformation temperatures to that of fully annealed
condition as obtained from the manufacture. The microstructure of the as-received alloy was
observed and the microstructure reveals elongated grains up to 200 pm.

The details of

metallographic specimen preparation are given in the following section.
Table 1. Composition of as received TiNi alloy

Element Nickel

Titanium Oxygen

Carbon

Hydrogen

Boron

Other
elements

wt.%

55.85

44.12

<0.05

<0.05

<0.005

<0.001

<0.01

at.%

50.796

49.203

<0.0004

<0.0005

<0.002

<0.00001

-
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3.1.1. Metallographic Specimen Preparation for Optical Microscopy
For optical microscopy of various samples, low speed diamond saw was used to cut
the sample. Then, the cut samples were mounted using cold setting resin and the samples are
rough ground using Buehler make silicon carbide abrasive paper starting from 240 grit size to
1200 grit size. Each time care is taken that the scratches from previous grinding paper are
completely removed. After the grinding is over, the samples were polished using diamond
paste o f 6 pm, 3 pm, 1 pm and finally with 0.5 pm. Finally, after polishing the samples were
etched using a mixture of nitric acid (HNO3 ), hydrofluoric acid (HF) and water (H2 O) in a
proportion of 2.5:1:5 in volume.

3.2. Preparation of Bulk Nanocrystalline Structure
To produce the bulk nanocrystalline structure, two deformation techniques namely
cold rolling and equal channel angular pressing (ECAP) were employed. The samples cut
from the original plates were in the form of slab of dimension 40 mm > < 6 mmxlO mm.

3.2.1. Cold Rolling of Ti 50.8at.% Ni
Two sets o f cold rolling experiments were performed. First, the cold rolling was
carried out on the as received alloy with 30 % thickness reduction. In the second sets of
rolling experiments, the as-received samples were first solution treated at 900 °C for 0.5 h
and then quenched in water. During this process, the samples were encapsulated in quartz
tube under vacuum so that no oxidation takes place during the treatment. This solution
treatment was done to eliminate any pre-strain in the samples. The transformation
temperature after the solution treatment was measured again using DSC. The details of DSC
measurements are elaborated in a separate section (See section 3.3). Then the samples were
cold rolled to give a thickness reduction of 10%, 20%, 50% and 80%. For 50% and 80%
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rolled samples an intermediate annealing at 600 °C for 15 min was done after 30 % and 60%
thickness reductions, respectively. During annealing, the samples were packed with dry
alumina powder to minimise the oxidation and after annealing the samples were again
ground using 240 grit silicon carbide papers. This annealing was done to facilitate rolling
without cracking the samples. For all rolling experiments, the thickness reduction was
achieved in multiple steps with about 5% thickness reduction in each step.
Hereafter, the rolled samples will be named with a number representing the
percentage reduction it has undergone during cold working followed by letters “CW”
representing cold working. After cold rolling the microstructure of all the samples were
observed using an optical microscope. The samples were prepared as described earlier in the
section 3.1.1.

3.2.2. Equal Channel Angular Pressing (ECAP) of Ti 50.8at.% Ni
Equal channel angular pressing of Ti 50.8at.% Ni was carried out using cylindrical
samples. The as received slab samples were machined to 6.35 mm diameter (1/4" inch) using
wire-electro discharge machining (wire-EDM). Then the samples were cut to 40 mm long.
These samples were vacuum encapsulated in quartz tube and solution treated at 900 °C for
0.5 h. The samples were again ground using 240 grit silicon carbide paper and cut into two
halves of 20 mm in length prior to ECAP.
The ECAP die was designed to have a channel angle, 0 of 120° and comer angle, W
of 200 (for definition of 0 and ¥ refer Figure 2.10 in section 2.3.1). This die produces an
equivalent strain, eeq, of 0.635 during each pass. Figure 3.2 gives the schematic of the ECAP
die assembly. All components of the assembly except the sample and the plunger was made
out o f AISI H I3 steel and was hardened to give a hardness of 54±2 HRC. The die was made
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out of two halves each being the mirror image of the other. The inside surface of the die was
ground to have a better surface roughness and make an exact circular channel. A disk shape
carbide insert was press fitted inside the plunger guide to prevent the plunger being pushed
into the plunger guide during pressing. The channel was milled using a carbide reamer before
the heat treatment and a finishing cut was given with the carbide reamer to maintain a
tolerance o f +0.001 inch (0.0254 mm) between the channel surface and the plunger surface.
The plunger was made out of a mixture of cobalt (10% by weight) and tungsten
carbide (90% by weight). The carbide plunger was locally procured from KBC Tools &
Machinery, Inc. Windsor, Canada. The plungers were 5 inches (127 mm) in length and 0.25
inch (6.35 mm) in diameter. All ECAP experiments were performed by keeping the die at a
temperature of 450 °C. A rectangular shaped ceramic heater of 100 mm><79.89 mmx76.2 mm
dimensions from Omega Heater Company, NY was used to heat the die. Figure 3.3 shows an
actual photograph of the die assembly with the heater mounted around the die. The pressing
was done using a 150 ton capacity hydraulic press from Tinius Olsen, Willow Grove, PA,
USA, located at University of Windsor. The die was heated keeping on the base of the press
and the temperature was measured using a thermocouple inserted at the exit channel of the
die. Thin ceramic cloth type insulation was used in between the die and the base of the press.
Just before the pressing, the thermocouple was removed from the channel and the surface
temperature was measured during the pressing. The sample was heated keeping it inside the
channel for 5 min. An approximately constant ram speed during the pressing was maintained
manually.
The samples were subjected to a total four number of passes and the samples after
first, second, third and fourth ECAP passes will be called as 1st ECAP, 2nd ECAP, 3rd
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ECAP and 4th ECAP, respectively. The equivalent strain applied after first, second, third and
fourth ECAP passes will be 0.635,1.27,1.905 and 2.54, respectively.

3.3. Differential Scanning Calorimetric (DSC) Measurements

The transformation temperature of as-received (AlR), solutionised and quenched
sample (ARS), 10CW, 20CW, 30CW, 50CW and 80CW samples were measured using
differential scanning calorimeter. DSC Q2000 V23.5 Build 72 from TA Instruments located
at GM R&D centre, Warren, Michigan, was used for the measurements. The calorimetric
measurement was done between -90 °C and 100 °C and all the measurement was started after
bringing the sample temperature to -90 °C at a heating and cooling rate of 5 °C/min. During
heating and cooling, the temperature was modulated by ± 0.5 °C in every 60 seconds. The
sample weights were between 10 to 20 mg, which was cut using low speed diamond saw.
Commercial paint thinner (Varsol) was used as a coolant during cutting to avoid any thermal
effects.

3.4. X-Ray Diffraction Measurement of Cold Rolled and ECAP Samples

After cold rolling, the alloys did not show any transformation peaks in DSC
measurements. To find out the phases present after cold rolling, the samples were subjected
to X-Ray diffraction analysis using a Rigaku DMAX-1200X-Ray diffractometer located at
University of Windsor. The diffraction peaks related to various phases present were observed
using Cu K-a radiation. The samples after ECAP was also subjected to X-ray diffraction
study to complement the DSC findings.
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3.5. Indentation Experiments
Both micro- and nanoindentation experiments were performed on cold rolled and
ECAP samples. All the samples were ground using silicon carbide abrasive papers starting
from 240 grit to 1200 grit size and then finally polished using 6, 3,1 and 0.1-micron diamond
paste before indentation to give an average roughness of less than 100 nm. Micro indentation
experiments were conducted on CSEM micro scratch tester with indentation capability
located at GM R&D centre, Warren, Michigan and nanoindentation experiments were
conducted on nanoindenter XP from MTS located at GM R&D centre, Warren, Michigan.

3.5.1. Conical Indentation of Cold Rolled Samples
The as received sample after solutionisation (ARS), 10CW, 20CW, 50CW and 80CW
samples were subjected to spherical indentation to calculate the pseudoelastic recovery. The
indentation was performed using a conical indenter with a spherical tip of 107 pm radius.
This type of indenter produces spherical indentation for low loads. A progressive type of
loading cycle was used wherein a number of indentation cycles are performed in one place
with a progressive loading. A typical loading cycle is shown in the Figure 3.4. During the
indentation, initial and the final loading were 500 mN and 2500 mN with a progressive
increase of 500 mN resulting five indentation cycles.

3.5.2. Berkovich Indentation of Cold Rolled Samples
Berkovich indentation was also carried out for as received sample, cold rolled
samples to find out the recovery ratio, Young’s modulus and hardness of the samples. After
80% cold rolling reduction, the sample was aged to 450 °C to study the effect of ageing on
the transformation temperature and shape memory and pseudoelastic behaviour. This sample
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was also subjected to the micro-indentation. Both, constant multi-cycle (CMC) and
progressive multi-cycle (PMC) indentations were conducted. CMC indentations were
conducted at 500 mN and 2500 mN and for the PMC indentations, similar loading-unloading
cycles to that of spherical indentations were used. For all the micro indentation using
Berkovich tip, loading and unloading rates were 1000 mN/min and 10000 mN/min. This fast
unloading was used to avoid the nose formation at the start of the unloading cycle of loaddisplacement curve. In addition, a pause of 5 s was given at the maximum load to avoid nose
formation. For each sample and each type of loading three different indentations were
performed. The hardness, Young’s modulus and the depth recovery ratio was calculated from
the load displacement curve. The Poisson’s ratio and Young’s modulus of diamond indenter
was taken to be 0.07 [23] and 1141 GPa [23] and the Poisson’s ratio of Ti 50.8at.% Ni
samples was takes to be 0.3 [21].

3.5.3. Indentation of ECAP Samples
After ECAP, the samples were cut in longitudinal and cross-sectional directions,
mounted using cold setting resin, ground and polished with 0.1 pm diamond paste.
Nanoindentation using a sharp Berkovich tip was carried out on 1st ECAP, 2nd ECAP, 3rd
ECAP and 4th ECAP samples. A loading cycle with 100 mN maximum load was used for the
nanoindentations. The hardness, Young’s modulus and the recovery ratio was calculated
from the load displacement curves.
To find out the indentation induced shape memory ability of Ti 50.8at.% Ni alloy
after ECAP, spherical indentation using a sphero-conical diamond indenter of 200 pm tip
radius was used. Indents were made using 0.5 N, 1 N, 5 N, 10 N and 20 N load and single
indentation cycle. The 3-D profiles of the indents were then measured using WYKO HD
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3300 optical surface profilometer located at GM R& D centre, Warren, Michigan. During the
profilometer measurement, vertical scanning interferometry (VSI) mode was adopted. From
these measurements the residual indent depth before heating (h®“ ) was measured. After
measuring the indents, each sample was heated to a temperature of 75 °C using electrical
heater and the same indents were observed using WYKO optical profilometer to measure the
residual indent depth after heating ( h ^ ) . Finally, indentation induced shape memory
recovery ratio ( 7/gME) was calculated. The temperature of the sample was monitored using
thermocouple during the heating and once the temperature of the samples were stabilised
within ± 3 °C profilometer measurements were taken.
To find out the indentation induced pseudoelasticity of Ti 50.8at.% Ni alloy after
ECAP, indentation was done again using the same sphero-conical indenter with 200 pm tip
radius at 5 N, ION and 20 N load. However, the indentations were carried out at an elevated
temperature of 75 °C where the microstructure of the samples was completely austenitic. The
indentation was carried out using the same scratch tester located at GM R& D centre,
Warren, Michigan. The indents were imaged again using the WYKO optical profilometer at
75 °C. The sample temperature was monitored during the indentation and WYKO
measurement. The measurements were done once the temperature is stabilised within ± 3 °C.
Figure 3.5 shows the actual photograph of heating arrangement of the samples during
indentation and profilometer measurement. Finally, the pseudoelastic depth recovery ratios
(?7pE) were calculated from the load displacement curves.
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3.6. Scratch Experiments

To study the recovery behaviour during tangential loading, which typically exists in
the macro-scale wear experiments, the cold rolled and ECAP processed Ti 50.8 at.% Ni alloy
samples were subjected to scratch loading conditions. The scratches were generated on the
mechanically polished surface using two different types of indenters in CSEM micro scratch
tester located at GM R&D centre, Warren, Michigan. The pseudoelastic behaviour of cold
rolled sample and ECAP processed sample were studied.

3.6.1. Scratch Testing of Cold Rolled Samples

Scratch tests were carried out on 10CW, 20CW, 50CW and 80CW samples and the
maximum scratch depth during loading and recovery depths after unloading were compared
to that of ARS sample. Again, all the samples were mechanically polished using 0.25 pm
diamond paste to generate a surface roughness less than 100 nm. A rounded conical diamond
tip of 269 pm radius was used to make the scratches using a progressive type of loading
starting at 0.1 N up to a maximum of 10 N. The scratch length was of 2 mm and a scratch
speed of 2 mm/minute was used. On each sample totally 6 scratches were made and the
maximum scratch depth (Pa) during loading was recorded from the scratch tester. After the
load removal, the scratches exhibit self-healing property due to pseudoelasticity induced back
transformation. The scratches were observed under WYKO optical profilometer to measure
the residual scratch depth at no load. The pseudoelastic recovery was calculated at a point
corresponding to the maximum load (at the end of the scratch) applied during the scratch.
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3.6.2. Scratch Testing of ECAP Samples
After each pass of ECAP, the samples were again cut in their longitudinal direction,
mechanically polished to generate a surface roughness less than 100 nm. The samples were
then glued to a flat aluminum sheet and OMEGA® CC high temperature cement was applied
around the sample to place the sample firmly under load. Scratches were made using the
same sphere-conical indenter with 200 pm tip radius. Again, progressive mode was used with
load starting from 0.1 N to 10 N. The scratch length was 1 mm and the speed was 1 mm/min.
The scratches were made at a temperature of 75 °C using the same heating arrangement as
shown in Figure 3.5. The residual scratch depth at no load was measured using WYKO
optical profilometer at the same temperature the scratches were made. Finally, the
pseudoelastic recovery was calculated at a point corresponding to the maximum load (at the
end of the scratch) applied during the scratch.

3.7. Spherical Indentation of Cold Rolled Samples
Spherical indentation with progressive multi-cycle (PMC) indentation was carried out
on ARS sample, 10CW sample and 80CW sample. The purpose of the spherical indentation
was to generate an indentation induced stress-strain curve for the alloy having three different
microstructures. As the strain under a spherical indenter varies with contact depth depending
on the load, during PMC the load was varied from a very low load of 100 mN to a very high
load of 20 N. The measured hardness indicates the stress applied during indentation. The
indenter used was the same sphero-conical indenter with 200 pm tip radius and the
indentations were carried out at room temperature (23 oc). Two sets of PMC indentations
were carried out on each sample and the results from both experiments were plotted together.
In the first set of PMC indentations loads were incremented by 100 mN in each successive
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cycle starting from 100 mN to 1000 mN and for the last two cycles the load was 1.5 N and
2.0 N. Complete unloading was done during each cycle. In the second sets of indentation, the
loads used were 1 N, 2.5 N, 5 N, 10N, 15 N, and 20 N and unloading during each cycle was
done up to 50% of the maximum load in the corresponding cycle.
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Figure 3 .1 . DSC profile showing the transformation behaviour of as-received Ti 50.8at.% Ni alloy with a
heating and cooling rate of 5 °C/min
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Figure 3 .2 . A schematic of the ECAP die assembly showing various parts.
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Figure 3 .3. An actual photograph of the die and heating arrangement for ECAP. The die is at room
temperature in the photograph
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Figure 3.4. A typical progressive multi-cycle (PMC) loading-unloading cycle during instrumented
indentation
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Figure 3.5. Actual photograph of the heating arrangements during (a) indentation and (b) profilometer
measurement
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CHAPTER 4
4. Results
4.1. Optical Microscopy of Cold Rolled Samples
Figure 4.1 shows the optical microstructures of Ti 50.8at.% Ni alloys in as-received
condition which was hot rolled and grit blasted, after solution treatment (ARS) at 900 °C for
0.5 h followed by quenching and after various amount of cold rolling reduction in thickness.
The optical microstructure does not reveal much information in TiNi alloys especially when
they are deformed plastically. In Figure 4.1(a) and 4.1(b), the alloy in as-received condition
and after solution treatment reveals grain boundaries fairly well. The grain size in as-received
alloy varies from about 1 0 - 8 0 pm and the same in ARS alloy is 50-60 pm. It is quite clear
from the optical microstructure that a more homogenised structure is present in the ARS
sample when compared to the as-received sample. After cold rolling, the microstructure
evolution was different; the 10CW and 20CW samples reveal plate-like or lenticular
morphology, which is an indication of partially transformed structure. Figure 4.1(c) and (d)
shows twins of lenticular morphology, which resembles to a martensitic structure in between
austenite grains. However, when the thickness reduction during cold rolling increases to 50%
and 80%, heavily deformed banded structure is observed as shown in Figure 4.1(e) and (f).
The grain sizes could not be measured from the optical micrograph in these two samples as
the grain boundaries are not visible.
4.2. Differential Scanning Calorimeter
Figure 4.2(a) shows the transformation profile of as-received Ti 50.8 at.% Ni sample
recorded using DSC. The as-received alloy shows a single step transformation from
B 2 -> B19' and B\9'

52 upon cooling and heating, respectively. The structure in the as-
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received condition is austenitic at room temperature (23 °C). After solution treatment
followed by quenching the DSC profile for the alloy is recorded again using DSC and is
shown in Figure 4.2(b). The transformation path is single-step similar to that of as-received
sample with slight variation in transformation temperatures. The transformation temperatures
of both as-received and ARS sample are listed in Table 4. 1.
Table 4 .1 . Transformation temperatures of as-received TiNi alloy and after solutionisation followed by
quenching (ARS)

Sample

As

Transformation temperatures ( °C)
Af
Ms

Mf

As-received

-23

+ 2

-15

-43

ARS

-23

+ 6

-19

-50

4.2.1. DSC of Cold Rolled Samples
After cold rolling to give various thickness reductions, the DSC profile of various
samples were measured and are shown in Figure 4.3. The cold rolling in general decreases
the martensitic transformation temperatures. As it is seen from Figure 4.3, the thickness
reduction beyond 30% suppresses the forward and reverse transformations. This indicates
that the microstructures for 50CW and 80CW samples are austenitic at room temperature.

4.2.2. Differential Scanning Calorimetry of ECAP Samples
The DSC profiles of Ti 50.8at.% Ni alloy after various passes of ECAP at 450 °C are
also recorded using DSC and are shown in Figure 4.4. After ECAP, the transformation path
and the transformation temperatures are markedly different from that of ARS and rolled
samples. After first pass of ECAP, the martensitic transformation temperatures are increased
substantially and the alloy becomes martensitic at room temperature. After subsequent passes
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in ECAP, the transformation temperatures are not increased much and remained almost
constant. In addition, the transformation path changes from single-step transformation to
two-stage transformation B\ 9 ’ —>R -» B2 during heating and a single-step transformation
B2 -> B19' during cooling in DSC. Also, in 2nd ECAP sample, a multi-stage transformation
behaviour is seen during heating in DSC chamber. However, the cooling cycle was no
different from that of other ECAP samples. The transformation temperatures of various
ECAP samples are plotted against the equivalent strain applied during ECAP in Figure 4.5.
The increase in martensitic transformation temperatures can be observed more clearly in this
figure. In addition, the R phase transformation temperatures are also plotted for ECAP
processed samples. The solid horizontal line indicates the room temperature and it can be
seen from Figure 4.5 that the alloys after ECAP processing has a martensitic structure
comprising B19' and R phase.

4.2.3. Summary of DSC Results
The DSC results presented in section 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 shows that the martensitic
transformation behaviour in Ti 50.8at.% Ni alloy is affected by the plastic strain induced
during deformation, temperature of deformation and subsequent treatment. Cold rolling
initially stabilise martensite partially in the alloy and beyond 30% rolling, austenite
stabilisation is seen and no martensitic transformation is seen even at -90 °C. However, the
transformation path remains B 2

B l9 'type similar to ARS sample. ECAP process changes

the martensitic transformation behaviour differently from that of cold rolling. After first
ECAP pass, the martensitic transformation temperature increases and the transformation
paths also becomes a two-step process during heating cycle. After second pass in ECAP a
multi-step transformation is seen and again after third and fourth pass a two-step
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transformation process is observed. The martensitic transformation process after various
processing condition is summarised in Table 4.2 and Table 4.3.
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Table 4.2. M artensitic transformation behaviour of ARS and Cold rolled samples

Sample

Processing condition

name
ARS

10 c w

Room temp.

Transformation sequence

structure1

in DSC

Solutionised at 900 °C and

Austenite

quenched in water

(B2)

Cold rolling (CR) to give 10%

B2

B19'

B2 + B19'

B2 •fA B19'

B2 + B19'

B2 <-> B19'

thickness reduction
20 CW

CR to give 10% thickness
reduction

50 CW

50% CR with one intermediate

No transformation up to -

B2

90 °C

annealing at 600 °C for 15 min
80 CW

80% CR with two intermediate

No transformation up to -

B2

90 °C

annealing at 600 °C for 15 min

Table 4. 3. Martensitic transformation behaviour of ECAP processed samples

Sample
name
1st ECAP

Room temp.

Transformation sequence in

structure2

DSC

Processing condition
One pass in ECAP and

B19' + R

ageing in the die
2nd ECAP

Two pass in ECAP and
ageing in the die

B19' —» R -» B2 during heating
and B2 -» B19' during cooling
Two B19' -» R peaks and one

B19' + R

R

B2 peak during heating and

B2 —» B19' during cooling
3rd ECAP

Three pass in ECAP and

B19' + R

ageing in the die
4th ECAP

Four pass in ECAP and
ageing in the die

B19' -» R

B2 during heating

and B2 —>B19' during cooling
B19' + R

B19' -> R -> B2 during heating
and B2 —>B19' during cooling

'■2 This is determined from XRD results. Refer section 4.3 for more details
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4.3. X-Ray Diffraction Study

4.3.1. X-Ray Diffraction of Cold Rolled Samples
To confirm the results obtained from DSC and to find the phases present after cold
rolling, X-ray diffraction study was made for rolled samples. Figure 4.6 shows the XRD
pattern of ARS sample and various cold rolled samples. Individual peaks were identified
using Bragg’s law in the reciprocal space. In ARS sample, diffraction from
(2 1 1

(1 1 0 )b 2 , (2 0 0 )b 2 ,

)b2 and ( 220 ) b 2 plane is observed confirming the structure of the alloy being austenitic at

room temperature. Upon rolling, with increasing amount of rolling reductions peak
broadening of the various diffraction peaks takes place. The 50CW sample sho ws diffraction
corresponding to (11 0 ) b 2 plane only. However, diffractions from

(2 1 1 )b 2

and

(2 2 0 )b 2

plane

were seen in 80CW sample, in addition to the diffraction from (1 1 0 ) b 2 plane.
Form the XRD profiles, typical full-width at half-maximum intensity (FWHM) of
(

110 ) b 2 peak was measured and plotted against the thickness reduction percentage during

cold rolling. Figure 4.7 shows the broadening effect of (1 1 0 ) b 2 peak during cold rolling. This
broadening is due to decrease in grain size during cold rolling and will be further discussed in
subsequent sections.

4.3.2. X-Ray Diffraction of ECAP Samples
X-ray diffraction study was done after conducting ECAP of Ti 50.8at.% Ni alloys.
Figure 4.8 shows the intensity versus two-theta plot for 1st ECAP, 2nd ECAP, 3rd ECAP
and 4th ECAP sample. All the samples showed reflections from

( 0 0 2 ) b i 9 ', ( 1 1 1 ) b i 9 ’, ( 1 2 1 ) b i 9 ',

and (212)sig, plane of B19' martensite. There were also reflections from ( 121 )R and (322)R
plane of R phase. For ECAP samples also, the peak broadening effect was measured for
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(11 1 )bi9 ' peak and Figure 4.9 shows the plot of FWHM against total equivalent strain applied
during ECAP. From the peak broadening, it can be inferred that the sample with maximum
deformation during ECAP, i.e. the sample after 4th ECAP has the smallest grain size.
4.4. Indentation Experiments
In this section, the results of the indentation experiments will be introduced. The
indentation was carried out using conical indenter with different tip radii so that the
pseudoelastic behaviour under different applied strain can be measured.

4.4.1. Hardness and Young’s Modulus of Cold Rolled Samples
Progressive multi-cycle (PMC) indentations with Berkovich indenter were carried out
to measure the hardness (H) and Young’s modulus (E) of the alloy after cold rolling and then
compare the results with that of ARS sample.

Oliver-Pharr method was employed to

calculate the hardness and Young’s modulus of the various samples. Figure 4.10 (a) and (b)
show the measured hardness and Young’s modulus values, respectively for various samples
against percentage thickness reduction during cold rolling at two different indentation loads.
In addition to hardness and Young’s modulus, the DRR was also calculated after the
Berkovich indentations. Figure 4.11 shows the calculated DRR values for ARS and cold
rolled samples at different indentation loads. From this figure, it can be observed that the
depth recovery ratio in case of Berkovich indentation is much lower than the conical
indentation, which produces spherical indents. The results of such indentation are presented
in section 4.4.4. However, 80CW sample shows the highest recovery even at higher loads.
The reason for such lower degree of pseudoelasticity in case of Berkovich indentations will
be discussed later in section 5.4.
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4.4.2. Spherical PMC Indentation on Cold Rolled Samples
After the indentations were carried out, the representative strain under the indenter
during each cycle was calculated using the following equation first proposed by Johnson
[115]:

Where a is the contact radius calculated using Oliver and Pharr method [23,24] and R is the
indenter radius.

The calculated hardness values were plotted against the representative strain for ARS,
10CW and 80CW sample and are shown in Figure 4.12. Hardness and representative strains
were calculated from the two different sets of PMC indentation experiments as described in
section 3.7 and then plotted together.

4.4.3. Hardness and Young’s Modulus of ECAP Processed Samples
After ECAP, nanoindentation with a Berkovich tip was carried out to measure the
hardness and Young’s modulus value of the alloy after different number of ECAP pass. For
comparison, nanoindentation was carried out for ARS sample also. The measured values of
hardness and Young’s modulus is shown in Figure 4.13 against the total equivalent strain
applied during each pressing of ECAP. There is a drop in hardness in 1st ECAP sample when
compared to that o f ARS sample. There is a slight increase in hardness after second pressing
in ECAP. After that, the hardness continues to decrease with increase in number of pass in
ECAP. The possible reason for this variation in hardness will be discussed in Chapter 5.
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4.4.4. Pseudoelasticity of Cold Rolled Samples
To find out the effect of cold rolling on the pseudoelasticity, conical indentation was
carried out in all the samples after cold rolling and the degree of pseudoelasticity of rolled
samples was compared with that of ARS sample. As discussed earlier, the pseudoelasticity in
this work is measured by the depth recovery ratio calculated from load-displacement curve
after indentation. Figure 4.14 shows the depth recovery ratio (DRR) measured from a
progressive multi-cycle (PMC) indentation cycle for ARS, 10CW, 20CW 50CW and 80CW
Ti 50.8at.% Ni alloy. DRR was measured using equation 2.13 as described in section 2.4.2.
The error bar represents the standard deviation calculated from six individual indentation
measurements. From this figure, it is seen that the depth recovery ratio increase with increase
in cold rolling and 80CW sample shows highest degree of pseudoelasticity. In addition, the
recovery ratio is also increasing with the increasing load.

4.4.5. Pseudoelasticity of ECAP Processed Samples
To find out the pseudoelastic recovery under indentation load, all the ECAP samples
were subjected to simple indentation cycle at three different loads of IN, ION, and 20N. The
same sphero-conical indenter with 200 pm tip radius was used for the indentation. At each
load, four different indentations were carried out, the depth recovery ratios were calculated
from the load-displacement plot, and the result is shown in Figure 4.15(a). The error bars
represent the standard deviation measured from four different indentations. After
indentations, the residual impressions were observed on all samples. The recovery ratios
were calculated in the same as it was described in the earlier sections. In Figure 4.15(b)
residual impressions of one set of indents made on each sample are shown. It is seen from
Figure 4.15(b) that there is no impression seen in 2nd ECAP, 3rd ECAP and 4th ECAP
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sample for the indent corresponding to 5N. It is clear that the depth recovery ratio increases
with the increasing equivalent strain during ECAP process at each indentation load. In
addition, the depth recovery ratio is quite high even at 20N load. For 3rd ECAP and 4th
ECAP samples the recovery ratio at 20 N is 0.95 and 0.93 as against 0.77 and 0.81 for ARS
and 1st ECAP sample respectively. However, one may argue that for the ARS sample the
recovery ratio was measured at room temperature and for ECAP processed sample the
recovery ratios were measured at 75 °C. However, in both cases the recovery ratio is
measured in austenite phase and comparison between these samples is valid.

4.4.6. Shape Memory Behaviour of ECAP Processed Samples
As the DSC results from Figure 4.4 and 4.5 show that after ECAP at 450 °C, the alloy
becomes martensitic at room temperature. To find out the shape memory ability of the alloy
after different number of ECAP pressing spherical indentation was carried out at 0.5 N, 1 N,
5 N, 10 N and 20 N at room temperature (21 °C). The images of the indents were captured
using optical profilometer at room temperature and after heating the samples to 75 °C
because as seen from Figure 4.5, at this temperature the structure in ECAP processed alloy is
completely austenitic. In Figure 4.16 the top-view of residual impression of spherical indents
made at different loads for 1st ECAP, 2nd ECAP, 3rd ECAP and 4th ECAP samples is
shown. The left hand side view correspond to the image of indents before heating (BH) and
the right hand side view corresponds to the image of indents after heating (AH), taken at 75
°C. The coloured scale bar shows the depth in pm.
Figure 4.17 shows the cross sectional profile of the indent made at 20 N for all ECAP
samples before and after heating. From this figure, it is seen that the 2nd ECAP sample has
the smallest indentation depth before heating, however there is very small difference in the
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residual indent depth among all the four samples after heating. This difference in maximum
indent depth could be because of the hardness variation in the sample. As it is seen from
Figure 4.13, the 2nd ECAP sample has the highest hardness value.

4.5. Scratch Experiments

During indentation, the loading is static and in most of the practical applications, the
contact surfaces undergo deformation during sliding or rolling. To observe the effect of cold
rolling on pseudoelastic recovery under loading conditions similar to practical applications,
scratch testing under progressive loading was carried out.

4.5.1. Scratch Testing of Cold Rolled Samples
A conical indenter with 269pm tip radius was used to make the scratch in progressive
loading mode starting from 0.01 N to 10 N. The scratch length was 2mm and the scratch
speed was 2mm/min. Figure 4.18 shows the scratch depth profile along the length of the
scratch for ARS sample and cold rolled samples. The broken lines indicate the scratch depth
under loading, i.e. while making the scratch. The solid lines indicate the residual scratch
depth after unloading measured by WYKO. The scratch depth is shown for the last 0.825 mm
of the scratch because the scratch length was

2

mm and the total length of the scratch was not

possible to be recorded in one image at the lowest magnification (5X) used. To have better
visual representation of the scratches made different samples, 3D WYKO images of the
scratches made on ARS and rolled sample is shown in Figure 4.19. From this figure, it is
clear that with increase in rolling reduction the amount of pile-up is decreasing, 80CW
sample showing the least amount of pile-up.
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As it is seen from Figure 4.18, the depth profile shown is along one line
corresponding to the deepest point of the scratch (AA'). It is also of interest to view the crosssection of the residual scratch depth perpendicular to the scratch direction. Figure 4.20
shows the cross section profile of the scratches made on ARS and cold rolled samples where
the residual depth profile is measured at a position corresponding to the maximum load, i.e.,
at ION. Six individual scratches were made on each sample and average maximum scratch
depth during loading and average residual scratch depth after unloading was calculated.
Figure 4.21 shows the summary of scratch testing, where the average maximum depth
during loading and average residual scratch depth after unloading is plotted against the
thickness reduction in cold rolling.

4.5.2. Scratch Testing of ECAP samples
The scratch testing of the ECAP samples were done at 75 °C to measure the
pseudoelastic recovery under scratch loading, because at this temperature the structure is
completely austenitic. The progressive loading was used starting from 0.1 to 10 N with a
sphero-conical indenter with 200 pm tip radius. The scratch depth during loading was
recorded by the scratch tester and after the unloading the scratches were observed using
WYKO optical profilometer at 75 °C to measure the residual scratch depth. Total three
scratches were performed in each sample. The average scratch depth and average residual
depth is calculated and plotted in Figure 4.22. The point to be noted here is that all the
scratches were made in austenite phase to see the recovery due to SIM transformation under

load and then back transformation upon removal of the load.
The result shows that after first and second pressing in ECAP, the average scratch
depth measured at maximum load (10 N) in respective sample was very high compared to the
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sample after 3rd and 4th pressing in ECAP. However, there is not very much difference in
the residual scratch depth in all the samples after ECAP. To do a comparison similar scratch
was performed in ARS sample. While the scratch depth in ARS sample is lower compared to
all ECAP samples, the residual scratch depth in ARS sample is higher than the ECAP
samples. Figure 4.23 shows the 3D images of residual depth of one scratch on each sample
measured by WYKO.
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Figure 4.1. Optical microstructure of (a) as received; (b) solutionised; (c) 10CW; (d) 20CW; (e) 50CW
and (f) 80CW sample. Intermediate annealing was done for 50CW and 80CW sample at 600 °C for 15
min.
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Figure 4.2. Differential scanning calorimeter profile of (a) as-received alloy and (b) as-received alloy after
solution treatment and quenching (ARS)
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Figure 4.3. DSC profiles for various cold rolled samples. Intermediate annealing was done for 50CW and
80CW sample at 600 °C for 15 min. The legend inside each profile corresponds to the sample name.
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Figure 4.5. Transformation temperatures of Ti 50.8at.% Ni after various passes of ECAP. The X-axis
shows the total equivalent strain applied during ECAP. Equivalent strain of 0 indicates ARS sample.
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Figure 4.11. Depth recovery ratio of ARS and cold rolled samples during progressive multi-cycle
indentation using a Berkovich indenter.
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data is from two different PMC indentation experiments.
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Figure 4.14. Depth recovery ratio of ARS and cold rolled samples during progressive multi-cycle
indentation using a conical indenter with 107 pm tip radius.
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SME at various loads; BH: before heating, AH: after heating.
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Figure 4.19. WYKO 3D optical surface profilometer images of the scratches made on ARS and cold
rolled Ti 50.8at.% Ni samples showing PE effect. Only half of the scratch length (~1 mm) is shown.
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Figure 4.20. (a) Optical surface profile image showing how the depth along the cross section profile
was taken; (b) The cross section profile of the recovered scratches at the maximum depth
corresponding to 10N load, measured from WYKO images. The depth indicates recovered depth
after unloading.
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error bar indicates six individual measurements on each sample.
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CHAPTER 5

5. Discussion
In this chapter, the results obtained by DSC, X-ray diffraction and instrumented
indentation and scratch technique, which were presented in the previous chapter, will be
discussed. First, the optical microstructure carried out for cold rolled sample will be
discussed. Then the martensitic transformation temperatures and transformation
behaviour of cold rolled and ECAP processed samples will be discussed using the
thermodynamics of the martensitic transformation. The martensitic transformation path in
ECAP processed samples will be explained by possible chemical inhomogeneity after the
deformation and ageing in the die. The X-ray diffraction results after cold rolling and
ECAP will be discussed and a possible explanation for austenite stabilisation after 80%
cold rolling reduction and martensite stabilisation after ECAP processing will be given.
The pseudoelastic recovery behaviour of cold rolled samples measured by instrumented
indentation and scratch technique will be discussed to explain why 80CW sample shows
the maximum damage recovery. After ECAP processing, the pseudoelastic and shape
memory behaviour of Ti 50.8at.% Ni alloy will be discussed and how the applied strain
during deformation controls the degree of pseudoelastic and shape memory behaviour
will be presented.

5.1. Microstructures As Determined By Optical Micrography
The optical micrography does not give much information on the microstructure of
the binary TiNi alloys. Specially, when the alloys are deformed heavily, the grain
boundaries become fuzzy under optical microscope. However, from the micrograph
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shown in Figure 4.1, some distinct features are revealed. In as-received sample, the
structure was inhomogeneous; irregular shaped and different sizes of grains were seen,
which was expected in hot rolled condition. When the as-received alloys is solutionised
and quenched (ARS sample) the structure becomes homogeneous and equiaxed grains of
austenite phase is seen. In case of 10CW and 20CW sample lenticlular shaped surface
morphology is seen inside the austenite grains. In addition, the grain boundaries are not
well defined in these two samples unlike as-received and ARS sample. When the alloy is
further deformed, in case of 50CW and 80CW sample, there is hardly any trace of grain
boundaries; instead, heavily deformed banded structure is seen in these two samples. In
case of 80CW sample, some granular shaped morphology is seen without clear definition
of any grain boundaries.

5.2. Experimental Determination of Phase Transformation Temperatures
The transformation temperatures of Ni rich TiNi alloys are very sensitive to any
kind of heat treatment. The transformation temperature changes significantly with small
change in temperature during heat treatment and any kind of strain applied in the material
prior or after the treatment. It can be seen from the Figure 4.2 and Table 4. 1, that
solution treatment at 900 °C followed by quenching inside a quartz tube changes not only
the forward and reverse transformation temperatures, but also peak broadening is seen.
There is a change in the hysteresis (total span of the transformation temperature, i.e. the
difference between Af and Mf) of the martensitic transformation. In case of as-received
alloy, the transformation temperature hysteresis is 45 °C whereas the same after solution
treatment is 56 °C, an increase of 11 °C. This change in transformation hysteresis is
important from practical application point of view as this can be altered using heat
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treatment to suit the applications need. Before we discuss further on the martensitic
transformation behaviour of cold rolled and ECAP processed samples, thermodynamics
of martensitic transformation will be reviewed briefly in the following subsection.

5.2.1. Thermodynamics of Martensitic Phase Transformation
Consider the Figure 5.1, which shows a schematic diagram of free energytemperature relationship for a thermoelastic martensitic transformation. Tong & Wayman
[116] suggested that in case of thermoelastic martensitic transformation, free energy
balance at some point of transformation temperature can be given by the following
equation:
AGp^ m = AG ^ m + AG ^ m + Agp^ 4 = 0

(5.1)

Where AGp~*m is the chemical free energy change and AGPC^ Mis the non
chemical (mainly stored elastic energy) free energy change. Ag p^ M is the energy
associated with the friction of the motion of P/M interface. In effect, it is the opposition
to the formation of a small martensite plate or to the growth of an existing plate. Tong
and Wayman [116] have discussed the effect of non-chemical free energy term on the
martensitic transformation behaviour. In case of thermally induced martensitic
transformation, the non-chemical free energy term

AGPC~*Mdue to martensitic

transformation is positive and it increases continuously with increasing amount of
martensite. Also, the chemical free energy term

AGP
C~*Mis negative below To

temperature. According to equation 5.1, the transformation to happen, the free energy
change needed for the transformation (AGP^ M + AGPC~*M) should override Ag p~*M . This
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indicate when AG ^ Mis small, chemical free energy needed Aq ^

m is

also small to

satisfy the condition for transformation. In addition, Figure 5.1 indicates when A G ^ Mis
small transformation temperatures Mf and As comes closer to the Ms and Af
temperatures, respectively. This is precisely the case for ARS sample where a sharp
forward and reverse transformation peak is seen in DSC profile due to smaller AG ^ M .

5.2.2. Phase Transformation of Cold Rolled Samples As Determined by DSC

The ARS sample when plastically deformed using cold rolling to give various
thickness reductions, the transformation temperatures change significantly compared to
that of ARS sample. Up to 20 % reduction, the forward (B2 —>B19') and reverse
transformation (B19' —>B2) peaks are seen in DSC profile and beyond 30% rolling there
is no transformation seen in the alloy. Another interesting point is that, even for 10CW
and 20CW sample the transformation temperatures decreases and the hysteresis
increases. Also, the reversible heat flow per unit mass decreases with increase in rolling
reduction and at about 30 % thickness reduction the thermally induced transformations
are completely suppressed. Beyond 30 % cold rolling the transformation temperatures are
not seen in the DSC profile within the temperature range (-900 to +90 °C). However, the
transformation path in case of 10CW and 20CW sample was a single step transformation
similar to ARS sample. There was no two-step and multi-step transformation seen in case
of rolled samples. This transformation behaviour of the rolled samples can be explained
using the thermodynamic aspects of the martensitic transformation as discussed in section
5.2.1.
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After cold rolling, a large number of dislocations are introduced in the structure.
There exists additional large contribution from strain energy due to the dislocations and
grain boundaries, which means there is an increase in non-chemical free energy
term, AG ^ M . An increase in non-chemical free energy term AG ^ Mresults in the
balance of ( A G ^ M + A G ^ M) with respect to Ag?_>Mat a lower temperature. Thus
transformation temperatures Mf and As is shifted towards the left with respect to Ms and
Af temperatures. In turn, the strain field of the defects introduced during cold rolling
suppress the martensitic transformation and results in an enhanced increase in the non
chemical energy term leading to spread out transformations in 10CW and 20CW sample.
Whereas, with increase in rolling reduction beyond 30%, the transformation temperatures
are lowered beyond -90 °C and that is why there is no transformation seen in 30CW,
50CW and 80CW sample in DSC.

5.2.3. Phase Transformation of ECAP Processed Samples As Determined by DSC
In case of ECAP samples, the transformation behaviour is completely different
that rolled samples. During ECAP, the samples are plastically deformed in austenitic
stage as was done during cold rolling, but the deformation temperature (450 °C) was
much higher than that of cold rolling. As it is mentioned in the experimental section, that
the samples after ECAP was kept inside the die until the die comes to a room
temperature. It takes approximately 2 hours to cool the die to room temperature from 450
°C meaning after each pressing the samples were aged inside the die. The matrix of ARS
sample is supersaturated with Ni as it was quenched from 900 oc and the solubility of Ni
at room temperature is 50.0 at.% (Refer Figure 2.6) - much lower than it is present in the
as-received alloy. Because of this, precipitates form in the structure when the alloy is
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aged after the solution treatment and the precipitation hardening takes place. The
precipitates - not only their size and distribution but local composition change due to
precipitation also affect the transformation behaviour greatly. From Figure 2. 9, it can be
seen that a small decrease in the atomic percentage of Ni in the alloy increases the
transformation temperature. The DSC result of the ECAP samples indicates that the
transformation temperatures are much higher when compared to the transformation
temperatures of ARS sample. The As and Af temperature of ARS sample are -23 °C,

6

°C

and that of 1st ECAP sample are 24 °C, 53 °C as seen in Figure 4.5. This indirectly
suggests that the precipitation in the matrix has taken place during the ageing of the
samples inside the die resulting the decrease in Ni content in the matrix, which causes the
increase in forward and reverse transformation temperatures. Consequently, the alloy
became shape memory alloy at room temperature.

Having discussed the increase in transformation temperatures in the ECAP
sample, we should now discuss the multistage transformation behaviour. The multistage
transformation is a quite interesting phenomenon in some specific Ni rich TiNi alloys; the
origin of which is not understood clearly and there are many explanations available in the
literature. Allafi et al. [69] and Fan et al [117] give the most promising explanations. The
former have proposed that the multi-stage transformation is due to the composition
inhomogeneity in matrix B2 phase between TisNi4

particles and large-scale

inhomogeneity between grain boundary and the interior of the grains. Such composition
inhomogeneity is a result of the kinetics of precipitation formation in a supersaturated
solid solution. This composition inhomogeneity between precipitate particles in TiNi
alloys

would

create two

519' - » R transformation peaks

and

one

subsequent
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R -» B2 transformation peak. The former two peaks correspond to the transformation at
low Ni region (near the precipitate) and high Ni region (away from precipitate). Fan et al
[117] have explained this multistage transformation behaviour in terms of precipitation
kinetics. They have suggested that based on the degree of supersaturation (the excess Ni
concentration beyond solubility limit) in the alloy, the driving force for precipitation
changes. Depending on the driving force, the nucleation barrier for precipitation changes
from a very high value to almost zero value. The nucleation rate for precipitation
formation thus changes with the supersaturation degree, which is given by the equation:

I oc exp(-AGC/k T )

(5.2)

Where, AGc is the nucleation barrier or the critical free energy to form a nucleus; k is the
Boltzmann constant; T is the transformation temperature. The presence of grain boundary
and dislocations also affect the nucleation rate. At low supersaturation, Fan et al. [117]
have shown that the nucleation rate at grain boundary and at dislocations is significantly
larger than that of grain interior. These findings can explain the multi stage
transformation seen in DSC, which corresponds to the transformation at different location
in the matrix. The grain boundaries undergo a two-step transformation and the grain
interior which is precipitate free undergo a single-stage transformation thus in total a
three-step or multi-step transformation is seen.
Now we should understand as why three-stage transformation is seen only after
2nd ECAP (refer Figure 4.4). From the previous discussion, it was argued that degree of
supersaturation, presence of grain boundary and similar defects like dislocation is
necessary to observe multistage-dislocation. It may be that after 1st ECAP the presence
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of grain boundary and dislocations were not sufficient to cause a large scale
inhomogeneity in the matrix to cause multistage transformation. After two passes in
ECAP, the conditions may be ideal for a preferential nucleation of precipitates in grain
boundaries and dislocations resulting heterogeneous distribution of precipitates in the
matrix and that is why the multi-stage transformation behaviour. After that with
increasing number of passes, because of dislocation cutting through the particles and
small enough grain size, even a preferential precipitation at the grain boundary and at the
dislocations results in an overall homogeneous distribution of the precipitates in the
matrix preventing the multi-step transformation.

5.3. X-Ray Diffraction study of Cold Rolled and ECAP Samples
X-ray diffraction study was done to find out the phases present after various
processing conditions and supplement the findings from DSC. Figure 4.6 shows the
XRD profile for ARS sample and after 10, 20 50 and 80% cold rolling reduction. As can
be seen from the XRD profile the ARS sample shows reflections only from (110), (200),
(211) and (220) plane of B2 phase indicating that the structure is completely austenitic at
room temperature. In case of 10CW and 20CW sample apart from (1 1 0 ) b 2 ,
(2 1 1 )b2

( 2 0 0 ) b 2,

and

reflections there were reflections from (111), (200) and (220) plane of B19'

martensite. The

(2 2 0 )b2

reflections are not seen in these two samples which may be

because of peak broadening due to reduction in grain sizes during cold rolling. The
additional reflections from (111), (200) and (220) plane of B19' martensite indicate that
the phase structure after

1 0

% and

2 0

% rolling reduction is a mixture of austenite and

martensite. However, the DSC indicates that the transformation temperatures in 10CW
and 20CW sample is much lower than room temperature (23oc) and the structure at room
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temperature should be the high temperature phase i.e., austenite. At this point, one should
keep in mind is that DSC records the transformation temperatures, which are induced in
the alloy due to change in temperature. DSC does not give any information about stress
induced martensite which is present at any temperature above Af, the austenite finish
temperature. Hence, based on DSC results any comment on the phases present in the
alloy may be erroneous; phase identification must be done by XRD analysis, which
indicates the presence of stress induced martensite in 10CW and 20CW sample. The
XRD results indicate that a partial martensite stabilisation takes place when the residual
stress level in the alloys is below certain limit.
The above discussion is also valid for the XRD profiles of 50CW and 80CW
sample. These two samples show the reflection only from (110 )B2 ,

( 2 0 0 ) b 2,

and

(2 1 1 )b2

planes. Even though there is no transformation seen in 50CW and 80CW sample in DSC
profile, the reasons for which was discussed in the section 5.2.2, these two samples show
no sign for martensite stabilisation in the matrix as there is no reflections from planes
corresponding to B19' martensite. There may be an argument raised that the reflections
from B19' martensite phase is suppressed because of peak broadening. This argument
may not be true as will be discussed when discussing the recovery behaviour of cold
rolled samples in later section. However, one more question remain unanswered as why
the partial stabilisation in the martensite is not seen in 50CW and 80CW sample. In other
words, why the partial martensite stabilisation takes place below a certain residual stress
limit and above that austenite stabilisation is seen.
In fact, the present observations are quite similar to the observations made by
Nakyama et al. [67] and Karaman et al. [98]. Nakayama et al. have reported the presence
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of B2 phase alone after 70% cold rolling reduction of Ti 50.2at.% Ni, whereas martensite
stabilisation was expected. Karaman et al. also have reported austenite stabilisation in
room temperature SPD of Ti 50.8at.% Ni. The possible explanation for this unusual
austenite stabilisation is that in case of 10CW and 20CW sample, stress induced
martensite (SIM) forms and then in some area because of the high stress localisation
martensite stabilises in the matrix. However, when the alloy is deformed further, in case
of 50CW and 80CW sample, initially SIM forms in the matrix and then it is back
transformed into B2 phase as first proposed by Tyumentsev et al.[118] in case of
TiNi(Fe, Mo) alloy. Then Karaman et al. [98] (as shown in Figure 5.2) proposed similar
mechanism in case of Ni rich TiNi alloys deformed at room temperature in austenitic
phase. This new deformation twinning mechanism is based on forward plus backtransformation (J52

519'

B2) with the back-transformation taking place in an

alternative transformation system. The forward transformation occurs due to the austenite
instability under an externally applied stress field and martensite exists only in high local
stress areas. After that, back transformation through another system, that is, deformation
twins occurs to relax the local stress.
In case of ECAP samples, as shown in Figure 4.8 the reflections from
( 1 1 1 ) b i 9', ( 1 2 1 ) b i 9',

( 0 0 2 ) b i 9',

and ( 2 1 2 ) ^ plane of B19f martensite are in all ECAP samples.

There were also reflections from (121) r and (322) r plane of R phase. These reflections
indicate that the structure is a mixture of both B19' and R phase. DSC results also shows
that at room temperature (23 °C) the structure is two-phase structure as seen in Figure
4.5. In ECAP processed samples, the back transformation to austenite does not happen
unlike in cold rolled samples. This is because the transformation in ECAP processed
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samples is controlled by the compositional change and the microstructure. In addition, the
formed martensite after 1st ECAP is stable at room temperature due to the possible
compositional variation after ECAP processing.
Even though there are no direct observations made by TEM analysis after cold
rolling and ECAP, the XRD analysis indicates huge reduction of grain size in both cold
rolled samples and sample after ECAP. For 50CW and 80CW sample only

( 1 1 0 ) b 2 peak

is seen and all other peaks which were available in ARS, 10CW and 20CW are not
available, as shown in Figure 4.6. From Figure 4.7 and 4.9, continuous increase in
FWHM of

( 110)b 2

peak in rolled samples and (11 1) b i 9' peak in ECAP samples,

respectively indicates significant reduction in grain size in the alloy. In addition, the
previous work in the literature related to cold rolling [65-68] and ECAP [90-96] of TiNi
alloys report a grain size in the range of 50-200 nm. Based on these references and the
XRD results, it can be inferred that at room temperature, in case of 80CW alloy the
structure is fine nano-grain of B2 austenite and in ECAP samples, the structure is fine
nano-grains of martensite.

5.4. Pseudoelasticity of Cold Rolled Samples
The various indentation and scratch testing on the cold rolled samples have shown
the effect of cold rolling and thus reduction of grain sizes on pseudoelasticity of Ti
50.8at.% Ni. The results of conical and Berkovich indentations shown in Figure 4.14 and
Figure 4.11 respectively, indicate that 80CW sample has the maximum depth recovery
ratio. Even though the recovery was not complete in both conical and Berkovich
indentations, the 80CW sample showed maximum recovery consistently in both type of
indentations. This incomplete recovery can be rationalised using the concept of
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representative strain. In case of the conical indentations, the indenters used produce
spherical indentation at low loads. Using Oliver and Pharr method [23,24] the contact
radius at peak load during indentation was estimated and then the representative strain
under the indenter was calculated using the equation 4.1 and is shown in the Table 5.1
below:
Table 5.1. Estimated contact radius and representative strain under the conical indenter with 107 pm
tip radius for ARS and various cold rolled samples during PMC up to 2500 mN. Data shown is only
for the 5th indentation cycle with peak load of 2500 mN

Sample

Contact radius, a (pm)

Representative strain, sr

ARS

28.1 ±3.3

0.053 ± 0.006

10CW

26.1 ±5.0

0.049 ± 0.009

20CW

29.8 ± 2.2

0.056 ± 0.004

50CW

24.7 ± 1.8

0.046 ± 0.003

80CW

22.7 ± 1.9

0.042 ± 0.004

From the Table 5.1, it can be seen that the representative strain under the indenter
is varying greatly in different sample. However, in 80CW sample the representative strain
is the lowest. The pseudoelastic effect under uniaxial tension or compression exists up to
a recoverable strain of 0.08. The 80CW sample has the minimum representative strain
among all the samples. Thus, the recovery ratio is maximum for this sample. Whereas, in
case of 10CW and 20CW sample, the representative strain is larger them 50CW and
80CW sample. This is obvious because the microstructure in 10CW and 20CW sample
contains both austenite and martensite phase as confirmed by XRD. The martensite being
a soft phase the penetration is larger in a mixture of both phases, as in case of

1 0

and
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20CW sample than it is only in austenite phase, as in case of 50CW and 80CW sample.
There is another reason why the pseudoelastic recovery is incomplete in these samples
even though the representative strain under the indenter is well below the maximum limit
of recoverable strain in case of uniaxial tension or compression. The pseudoelastic
recovery heavily depends on the local strain gradient in the alloys during deformation.
The tip radius of the indenter and the geometry of the indenter play an important role in
generating the strain under the indenter during indentation. We shall discuss this in more
detail in later part of our discussion (see section 5.5).
However, in case of Berkovich indentations the depth recovery ratio lies between
0.3 to 0.4 and beyond 1000 mN load there is not much variation in the depth recovery
ratio, even though 80CW sample shows the maximum recovery. The representative strain
during Berkovich indentation in elastic-plastic solid is approximately 0.08 [115]. This
strain is much higher than the representative strain generated during conical indentation.
Hence, such lower recovery is natural in Berkovich indentations. Another important
difference between spherical and pyramidal indentation could be the magnitude and the
spatial distribution of stress and strain in the localised region beneath the indenter.
Similar pseudoelastic recovery behaviour to that of indentation loading is
observed in case of scratch loading of cold rolled samples, even though the deformation
gradient in scratch loading is more severe than the indentation loading. The reason for
higher maximum scratch depth and lower recovery for 10CW and 20CW sample is that
the deformation is done in a mixture of austenite and martensite. Since the cold rolled
samples or the martensite in 10CW and 20CW sample are not aged, pseudoelasticity is
not expected from the martensite in these two samples. The deformation in these two
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samples is more of deformation of austenite and martensite where part of the austenite
deformation is recovered due to pseudoelasticity and the deformation in martensite is
more of martensite reorientation followed by yielding. Hence, both the scratch depth and
the recovery is less. Whereas, in case of 50CW and 80CW sample the structure consists
of austenite as seen in DSC (Figure 4.3) and confirmed by XRD (Figure 4.6). The
deformation done during indentation and scratch loading in these two samples consists of
deformation of austenite. Hence, the deformation done is recoverable as long as the strain
generated during deformation does not cause plastic yielding of the material beneath the
indenter. Another consideration to be made while discussing the scratch testing result is
that the indenter used for static indentation had a tip radius of 107 pm and that for scratch
testing had a tip radius of 269 pm. While it is difficult to estimate the strain generated
under the indenter during scratch testing, it is possible that the strain generated under the
indenter in case of a static loading by the indenter having larger tip radius is smaller
compared to that by the indenter having smaller tip radius. In addition, the spatial stress
and strain distribution in case of an indenter with smaller tip radius could be higher.
However, keeping the indenter radius constant, it is shown in the present study that the
recovery ratio increases with increase in cold rolling in both indentation and scratch
deformation. The key point to achieve the complete recovery is prevention of plastic
yielding of the material below the indenter.

To support the above discussion and to see the effect of larger indentation loading
simple indentation cycles were performed on ARS sample and 80CW sample at IN, ION
and 20N with a conical indenter having a tip radius of 107 pm. The depth recovery ratio
was calculated from load-displacement curve and representative strain was estimated as
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described in the earlier sections. Figure 5.3 shows the result of such indentations on ARS
and 80CW sample. It is seen from Figure 5.3 that the depth recovery in 80CW is much
higher especially at higher loads. However, the complete recovery is not seen even at
very low representative strain. The reason for low recovery ratio even at lower
indentation loads and lower representative strain could be attributed to the geometry of
the indenter. Even though the indenter is a conical indenter with spherical tip, the tip
radius (107 pm) is much smaller than the sphero-conical indenter, which had a tip radius
of 200 pm. In this sense, the conical indenter with 107 pm tip radius is much sharper and
the strain gradient in some localised region under the indenter might be reaching the
maximum limit of recoverable strain in case of uniaxial tension or compression. This will
result in deformation by slip rather than stress induced transformation.
In this section, we have discussed the reason for incomplete depth recovery under
indentation loading for conical and Berkovich indentation in ARS and various cold rolled
Ti 50.8at.% Ni samples. The pseudoelastic depth recovery behaviour of various cold
rolled sample under scratch loading is also discussed. Now, it is important to understand
why the 80CW sample shows the highest depth recovery in indentation and scratch
loading. We shall discuss that based on the hardness measurement using Berkovich
indentations of cold rolled samples in the following two sections.

5.4.1. Mechanical Properties of Cold Rolled Samples
The hardness measured using indentation technique in case of TiNi alloys is a
function of the phases present in the alloy, inhomogeneity in the microstructure, amount
of strain applied during indentation resulting volume percentage of martensite formed
and amount of pile-up and sink-in. The hardness measured using the conical indentation
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at 500 mN and 2500 mN is shown in the Figure 4.10(a). Since the hardness is measured
using Berkovich indenter, the strain at all indentation load is same. In that case, the
variation in hardness at different loads should be a result of inhomogeneity in the
material. The hardness is increased with the increasing amount of rolling deformation.
The lower hardness for 10CW and 20CW sample at 2500 mN is because the indentation
is done in a mixture of austenite and martensite and the martensite being soft, it resulted
in lower hardness. Whereas, at lower load since the indentation depth is much lower the
10CW and 20CW sample show a large variation in the hardness. When the load is
increased to 2500 mN, the indentation depth increases and the hardness value is more
representative of that of the bulk sample. Thus, the measured hardness is more consistent.
Another important factor that results in large variation in the hardness measured by
instrumented indentation is the amount of pile-up and sink-in during indentation. In case
of pile-up, the Oliver and Pharr method results in decreased accuracy because of
overestimation of the contact depth. However, followed by Hall-Petch relation [70], as
the grain size reduces the hardness of the material should increase and that is what is seen
in Figure 4.10(a). 80CW sample has the highest hardness and that is why it is difficult to
penetrate this sample, which results in lower representative strain under the scratch and
indentation loading. Consequently this sample shows the maximum recovery in both type
of loading.

Similarly, the Young’s modulus measured by indentation technique depends on a
number of parameters, especially when there is a phase transition during indentation the
measurement becomes even more difficult. One important consideration in measuring the
Young’s modulus using indentation techniques is when there is phase transition from
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austenite to martensite, depending on the volume percentage of martensite transformed,
the Young’ modulus value should decrease; the value would still depend on the accuracy
of the unloading slope, S. However, the Young’s modulus values reported in Figure
4.10(b) does not follow any particular trend and any comment without estimating the
volume percentage of transformed martensite should be erroneous.

5.4.2. On the Stress-Strain Diagram of Cold Rolled Samples
During spherical indentation, the representative strain under the indenter increases
continuously with the contact depth, as the applied load increases. An attempt is made to
generate stress-strain diagram and the yield point of the cold rolled samples using
spherical indentation. Only three different samples with three different microstructure
was used for this study - ARS sample which has only austenite phase, 10CW sample
which has some residual SIM in the austenite phase and 80CW sample which has only
austenite phase but with much lower grain size compared to ARS sample. The result of
such an attempt is shown in Figure 4.12. However, the data in the y-axis is the measured
hardness from the indentation experiments but not the stress because Tabor’s observation
[119] of o indentaUon ® H / 3 ® o umaxia„emion may not be true for shape memory alloys. While it
is difficult to estimate the yield strength of the samples from the indentation induced
load-displacement curve, Figure 4.12 infers that the 80CW sample has higher yield
strength than other two samples. The higher strength helps in inducing SIM
transformation even to higher loads without initiating the plastic yield of the austenite
resulting higher recover under indentation and scratch loading.
From the first set of PMC indentation in Figure 4.12, the depth recovery ratio for
all three samples was calculated and the result is shown in Figure 5.4. The depth
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recovery ration from the second set of PMC indentations was not calculated because the
unloading during each indentation cycle was done up to 50% of the maximum load of the
corresponding cycle. The result again shows that not only 80CW sample has the highest
recovery but also has the maximum recovery up to a higher load. This is an indirect
evidence for the fact that 80CW sample has the higher yield strength in austenitic phase,
which delays the onset of plastic yield and shows SIM transformation and back
transformation upon loading and unloading, respectively up to a higher load compared to
other samples. The Figure 5.4 also supports the fact that tip radius of a similar type of
indenter has a big role in introducing the amount of plastic strain under the indenter. For
the same IN indentation load, the recovery ratio for ARS and 80CW sample with the
indenter having 107 pm tip radius is 0.78 and 0.79, respectively. Whereas, the recovery
ratios with indenter having 200 pm tip radius is 0.75 and 0.93, respectively. Indirectly
this implies that the higher the radius of a spherical and/or conical indenter, the lower is
the strain gradient under the indenter introducing plastic strain in the material, resulting
higher recovery.

5.5. Shape Memory and Pseudoelasticity of ECAP Samples
As indicated by the DSC (Figure 4.5) and XRD (Figure 4.8) results, the ARS
pseudoelastic alloy at room temperature became a shape memory alloy at room
temperature after the ECAP process due to the increase in forward and reverse
martensitic transformation temperatures. This helped to study the effect of reduction in
grain size on PE and SM behaviour of Ti 50.8at.% Ni alloy using indentation and scratch
testing. Figure 4.16 shows the indentation induced shape memory effect in this particular
alloy after different number of ECAP passes. For each indents in 1st ECAP, 2nd ECAP,
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3rd ECAP and 4th ECAP sample the contact radius, a, was estimated by Oliver and Pharr
method [23,24] and representative strain, sr, was then calculated using equation 4.1. PE
recovery and SM recovery in each sample for all the indents are also calculated and is
given in Table 5.2. From this table it can be seen that the SM recovery ratio of all
samples is 1.0 up to 10 N and even at 20 N, the SM recovery ratio is varying between
0.84 to 0.88, which is very high when compared to the PE recovery of cold rolled
samples. The representative strain at 20 N varies from 0.059 to 0.066. The representative
strain and shape memory recovery in all the samples are higher than the values reported
in a similar experiments conducted by Ni et al. [19] for a TiNi alloy with similar
composition but with a slightly different transformation temperatures. In addition, Ni et
al. used an indenter with 213.4 pm tip radius, which will produce lower plastic strain than
the indenter with 200 pm tip radius.
The pseudoelastic recovery behaviour of the ARS alloy was studied using
indentation and scratch loading and was compared with that of ECAP processed samples.
Figure 4.15(a) and (b) shows the indentation induced pseudoelastic recovery for ECAP
samples. The result shows that with increasing equivalent strain applied during ECAP the
material shows better pseudoelastic recovery. In addition, the decrease in PE depth
recovery with increasing indentation load is much lower in case of 4th ECAP sample than
the other samples. This can again be rationalised using the concept of representative
strain. The representative strain was calculated for all the indents and is plotted on top of
Figure 4.15(a) and the result is shown in Figure 5.5. In Figure 5.5 (a), (b) and (c) the
DRR and representative strain is plotted at 5 N, 10 N and 20 N indentation load,
respectively.
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Table 5.2. Calculated contact radius, equivalent strain and measured PE recovery and SME recovery
of Ti 50.8at.% Ni alloy after different ECAP passes.

1st ECAP,
Equivalent
strain=0.64

2nd ECAP,
Equivalent
strain=1.27

3rd ECAP,
Equivalent
strain=1.90

4th ECAP,
Equivalent
strain=2.54

Indentation load (N)

0.5

1

5

10

20

Contact radius, pm

18.3

24.5

41.3

53.9

66.4

Representative strain

0.018

0.024

0.041

0.054

0.066

PE recovery

0.31

0.34

0.53

0.50

0.56

SM recovery

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

0.88

Contact radius, pm

15.5

21.5

38.5

49.2

58.5

Representative strain

0.015

0.021

0.038

0.049

0.059

PE recovery

0.63

0.62

0.78

0.54

0.69

SM recovery

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

0.84

Contact radius, pm

15.7

21.1

37.3

48.1

61.3

Representative strain

0.016

0.021

0.048

0.061

PE recovery

0.61

0.56

0.037
.............
0.60

0.60

0.58

SM recovery'

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

0.86

Contact radius, pm

16.5

23.4

40.5

49.9

64.8

Representative strain

0.016

0.023

0.041

0.050

0.065

PE recovery

0.64

0.50

0.59

0.57

0.53

SM recovery

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

0.87

It is seen from the Figure 5.5, the representative strain varies greatly in different
samples; in fact, the representative strain decreases with increasing number of passes
during ECAP. The higher recovery in 4th ECAP sample is because of the lower
representative strain under the indenter. The important question, which needs to be
addressed, is why the representative strain decreases as the equivalent strain increases
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during ECAP. Interestingly, the nano-hardness of ECAP samples as shown in Figure
4.13 is decreasing with increasing the equivalent strain during ECAP. Based on the
hardness values of the ECAP sample, the indentation depth thus the contact depth and the
representative strain in the ECAP samples should increase as the number of pass in
ECAP increases. However, one should keep in mind that the hardness values reported in
Figure 4.13 is for the martensite phase at room temperature and the results reported in
Figure 5.5 correspond to the indentation in austenite phase at 75 °C. We shall discuss
more on the deformation characteristics in these two phases when we discuss the results
of the scratch testing done in ECAP samples as those results also indicate similar
behaviour.

The scratch testing done on ECAP samples at 75 °C (Figure 4.22) also shows that
with increasing equivalent strain in the samples, the maximum scratch depth decreases;
even though there is not much difference in residual scratch depth with increasing
equivalent strain in the samples. The reason for the small difference in residual depths is
that the scratch testing was done in progressive loading mode with load increasing 0.1 N
to 10 N and at 10 N the representative strain in all ECAP samples during indentation
varies between 0.033 to 0.039 as seen in Figure 5.5. Even though the representative
strain under the indenter during scratch loading might be different from indentation
loading and it is difficult to estimate the representative strain under the indenter during
scratch loading, it is safe to say that at 10 N there was not much plastic deformation
introduced under the indenter while doing the scratch. However, from Figure 4.22 and
4.23, it is seen that 1st ECAP sample has the highest scratch depth and residual scratch
depth whereas, the 4th ECAP sample has the lowest scratch depth and residual scratch
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depth. Qian et al. [113] has done a study recently, which shows that the hardness and the
transformation stress in TiNi alloys increase with temperature. In addition, the yield
strength of metal and metallic alloys shows an inverse relationship with the temperature.
This means that at higher temperature to arrest the plastic deformation and to promote the
stress induced martensitic transformation the hardness and yield strength of the material
has to be increased. This is what is happening in case of ECAP samples. The difference
in 1st ECAP and 4th ECAP sample is the amount of deformation introduced in ECAP
and the 4th ECAP sample should have the higher hardness and yield strength at 75 °C.
The higher hardness and yield strength results in lower depth during indentation and
scratch loading, thus even at higher load, stress induced martensitic transformation is
initiated without going into the austenitic yield region and most of the strain introduced in
the material is within the limit of recoverable strain in the alloy. Hence, as the strength of
the alloy is increased by reducing the grain size using the severe plastic deformation
(SPD) technique, at any given temperature, the load up to which pseudoelasticity is seen
is increased. Therefore, SPD technique is a very useful technique to improve the
pseudoelastic and shape memory behaviour of shape memory alloys.

To summarise this section we have discussed both indentation, scratch induced
shape memory, and pseudoelastic behaviour for ECAP processed samples. Up to 10 N
loads during indentation all the samples show complete shape memory behaviour,
whereas, during scratch some residual deformation at 10 N is seen. In addition, at 20 N
load during indentation, the shape memory recovery ratio varies between 0.84 to 0.88.
Whereas, the pseudoelastic depth recovery is complete for 3rd and 4th ECAP sample at
5N indentation load. However, the DRR is highest (0.95) for 4th ECAP sample even at
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20 N load and this DRR is very high when compared to other samples at the same load.
This improvement in pseudoelastic and shape memory recovery is rationalised using the
concept of representative strain and higher strength in the material due to reduction in
grain size followed by ECAP.
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Figure 5.1. Schematic free energy diagram showing the effect of increasing non-chemical free energy
contribution to transformation temperatures.
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G c , is the chemical free energy for parent phase;

G cM, is the chemical free energy in martensite phase. In all other terms subscript ‘nc’ represents
nonchemical free energy of corresponding phase; Z lG ^ M, is the change in nonchemical free energy
associated with parent to martensite transformation.
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CHAPTER 6

6.1. Summary and Conclusions

The aim of this study was to subject TiNi alloy to severe deformation such that
yield strength of the alloy is increased. This increase in yield strength should enable the
alloy to undergo stress induced martensitic transformation prior to austenite yielding so
that the deformation introduced in the material is recovered once the load is removed
resulting a self-healing bulk material by taking advantage of increased range of
pseudoelasticity.. To achieve this, Ti 50.8at.% Ni alloy was deformed using cold rolling
to give a thickness reduction of 80% and using equal channel angular pressing technique
to give a total equivalent strain up to 2.54. The martensitic transformation behaviour and
phases present in the alloy were studied using differential scanning calorimeter and X-ray
diffraction analysis. The deformed alloy was subjected to instrumented indentation and
scratch loading under different loading and at two different temperatures (23 °C and 75
°C). The depth recovery ratio under indentation load was calculated and the deformed
scratch surface was measured using 3D optical profilometer. Based on the work carried
out, the following conclusions can be drawn:

1.

Cold working suppresses the transformation temperatures of binary Ti 50.8at.%
Ni alloys to beyond -90 °C. Up to 30% cold rolling reduction in thickness results
in broadening of the transformation temperatures and beyond 30% reduction in
thickness stabilise the austenite phase in the alloy.
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2.

Cold working up to 30% reduction in thickness results in partial stabilisation of
martensite phase in localised region of the high temperature austenite phase in the
alloy. Deformation beyond 30% rolling stabilises the austenite phase in the alloy.

3.

From the measured peak width at half maximum of

(1 1 0 )b2

peak in cold rolled

sample and by taking reference from the similar work carried out reported in the
literature, it can be inferred that the 80% cold rolled sample had the lowest grain
size which should be nanocrystalline.
4.

Pseudoelastic recovery is dependent on the mode of deformation and the strain
applied during the deformation. Berkovich indentation where the strain gradient is
much higher than the spherical indentation results in much lower pseudoelastic
recovery in the alloy. The actual strain gradient under the indenter during
indentation and scratch loading depends on the tip radius of a spherical and
conical indenter. Higher the tip radius, lower is the plastic strain introduced under
the indenter resulting higher PE recovery.

5.

After cold rolling the 80CW sample shows the highest recovery for the load
ranges used during indentation (100 mN to 20 N) and scratch loading (0.1 N to 10
N) which is due to increase in yield strength of the austenite phase after large
amount of deformation. The increase in yield strength helps in delaying the onset
of plastic yielding in austenite phase and introducing SIM transformation and
back transformation up on loading and unloading respectively.

6.

Scratch testing also reveals similar results to that of spherical indentation. Even
though the loading conditions in scratch testing are more severe than the
indentation loading, the 80% cold rolled TiNi alloy had the maximum scratch
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recovery, which was completely pseudoelastic. Besides, the amount of pile-up is
also less in 80CW sample, which will be advantageous in case of repetitive
sliding contact systems. It is important to understand that using the property of
pseudoelasticity complete self-healing in TiNi is possible only if the strain
introduced in the material during deformation does not result in plastic yielding of
austenite. However, in real contact system achieving this condition is an
optimistic desire.

7.

High temperature severe plastic deformation using equal channel angular pressing
has substantial effect on the transformation behaviour. Ti 50.8at.% Ni alloy which
was pseudoelastic at room temperature acquired shape memory characteristics
after ECAP at 450 °C. From the DSC and XRD results it can be concluded that
after ECAP at 450 °C, the alloy was a mixture of low temperature phases, namely
B19' and R phase.

8.

Even though the deformation during ECAP was done in austenitic phase, the
transformation temperatures has increased after the first pass of ECAP and
thereafter, remained almost constant unlike cold rolled sample where the
transformation temperatures decreases. This contradicting behaviour is possibly
due to the ageing effect after ECAP pass resulting the micro-scale inhomogeneity
in the alloy, which was not a case in cold rolling.

9.

Multistage transformation peaks are observed after 2nd pass of ECAP, however,
again after 3rd pass of ECAP two stage transformation is seen. In addition, R
phase transformation is seen in all ECAP samples.
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10.

While after ECAP, the alloy after all processing condition showed sipproximately
6 % shape memory

strain recovery under ION indentation load, the pseudoelastic

recovery varied greatly with the load applied during indentation and with the
amount of plastic deformation introduced resulting grain refinement. At 10 N
load, the pseudoelastic recovery in all the ECAP samples varied from 0.85 to 0.96
and not showing a complete self-healing unlike shape memory strain recovery.
11.

The scratch testing after different ECAP passes showed similar results unlike the
indentation results after ECAP. However, the 4th ECAP sample showed lower
scratch depth and residual scratch depth after unloading, complete recovery is not
seen.
Thus, on a concluding note, achieving self-healing using pseudoelasticity of TiNi

alloys may be possible under controlled deformation where the actual strain applied is of
known magnitude and can be controlled while deformation. In addition, achieve selfhealing using shape memory ability appears to be more appealing at this point. However,
one should again keep in mind that there is a limit up to which the strain can be recovered
in both pseudoelasticity and shape memory behaviour. For complete recovery, it is also
important to avoid strain accumulation in the materials during repetitive loading
condition, which result in crossing the critical strain recovery limit and in such case
plastic deformation can not be avoided. The strain accumulation is more predominant in
case of shape memory behaviour as the deformation is done in martensite and unless it is
heated above the austenite finish temperature or a special heat treatment is given as in
case of rubber-like-behaviour (RLB) the martensite does not show self-healing property.
In this study, possibly for the first time the following are shown:
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1.

Bulk surface with self-healing or damage recovery property can be achieved using
pseudoelastic property of Ti 50.8at.% Ni alloy. The amount of damage recovery
significantly depends on the applied load and the geometry of the indenting
surface.

2.

The self-healing using pseudoelastic property is a more appropriate choice than
self-healing using shape memory property even though the later shows complete
recovery. This is because self-healing using shape memory property demands that
the surface needs to be heated and cooled which may not be practical in all
applications. In addition, the damage in martensite phase is accumulative which
might cause the plastic yielding of the phase preventing the self-healing in
repetitive or cyclic loading conditions..

6.2. Suggestions for Future Work

•

Study the indentation and scratch induced recovery after deforming the sample
using ECAP at room temperature. Because at room temperature deformation, the
microstructure control will be lot easier and better control on transformation
temperature can be achieved by controlled heat treatment after ECAP
deformation. Then follow up the work by Transmission Electron Microscope
(TEM) and Focused Ion Beam (FIB) techniques.

•

While the pseudoelastic elastic recovery heavily depends on the strain gradient
under the contact surface, it will be a great idea to study the strain gradient
formation using numerical simulation beneath the contact surface. This along with
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experimental study will be useful to understand how the controlled deformation
can be used to achieve complete self-healing.
•

Another interesting study will be to start with shape memory alloy and deform the
shape memory alloy using cold rolling and/ or severe plastic deformation
technique, thereby, avoiding the uncertainty during control of martensitic
transformation temperatures and microstructures during heat treatment as these
affect the shape memory recovery and pseudoelastic recovery. Then follow up the
work by Transmission Electron Microscope (TEM) and Focused Ion Beam (FIB)
techniques.
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